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INTRODUCTION
The fate of a cell can be specified by information provided
by the cell’s precursors and by signals from the cell’s
neighbors. The experimental study of cell lineage (patterns
of cell division and their relationship to cell fate) can pro-
vide clues about these mechanisms of fate specification and
their interrelationship. The ability to visualize cell nuclei
and their divisions in C. elegans, combined with the repro-
ducibility of the lineage among animals, has allowed the
complete description of the normal cell division pattern and
the differentiated terminal fates (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977;
Sulston et al., 1980, 1983). The cell lineage in C. el gans
is essentially invariant. However, because the extracellular
environment for most developing cells is as constant as the
ancestry, the correlation of cell division and fate does not
indicate that fate specification is completely autonomous.
Indeed, cell interactions likely play an important role in cell
fate specification. For example, the lineage includes several
instances of cells that have the potential to adopt more than
one fate (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Kimble and Hirsh,
1979; Sulston et al., 1983). In addition, embryonic blast cell
rearrangement (Priess and Thomson, 1987; Wood, 1991)
and isolation experiments (Schierenberg, 1987; Goldstein,
1992), as well as embryonic (Bowerman et al., 1992) and
postembryonic cell ablation experiments (Sulston and
White, 1980; Kimble, 1981; Chisholm and Hodgkin, 1989)
have i entified instances of cell interactions that specify cell
fate. The invariant cell lineage, rather than indicating a lim-
ited repertoire of fate specification mechanisms, offers a
reproducible background to study the interplay of
autonomous and conditional mechanisms. 
To study the components of fate specification, we have
focused our attention on the postembryonic lineage of the
male B cell. The B cell is one of four male-specific blast
c lls (B, U, F and Y) that divide in males, but not in her-
maphrodites, and produce some of the cells of the special-
ized mating structures of the male tail. The male B cell, for
instance, produces all of the cells of the copulatory spicules
(Fig. 1). The B lineage (Fig. 2) includes examples of
autonomous as well as conditional fate specification. For
example, the B cell undergoes asymmetric cytokinesis in
its first division, which has been studied as a possible exam-
pl  of autonomous fate specification (Sternberg and
H vi z, 1988). Later in the lineage, two pairs of B prog-
eny cells exhibit natural variation (Sulston and Horvitz,
1977). In each pair, one cell adopts the anterior position
and fate, and the other cell the posterior position and fate.
Although which cell adopts the anterior position varies from
one imal to the next, the resultant pattern of anterior and
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The B blast cell divides postembryonically in C. elegans
males to produce 47 progeny that include all of the cells
of the copulatory spicules. During the early development
of the B lineage, the anterior daughter of B, B.a, gen-
erates eight cells. These cells migrate to form four pairs
of cells that flank the developing cloaca (ventral, dorsal,
and two identical lateral pairs). For each pair, the more
anterior cell produces a distinct lineage (‘anterior fate’)
from the posterior cell (‘posterior fate’). For the ventral
and dorsal pairs, either cell can migrate to the anterior
position and produce the anterior lineage, and the other
cell migrates posterior and produces the posterior lin-
eage (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977, Dev. Biol. 56, 110-156).
The migration is variable, although the resultant fate
pattern is invariant. In the two lateral pairs, both the
migration and fate pattern are invariant. Using a laser
microbeam to selectively ablate neighboring cells we
have found that the cells of the lateral pair also respond
to positional cues. For all four pairs other male-specific
blast cells provide extracellular cues. In general, F and
U promote anterior fates, Y promotes some posterior
fates, and the B.a progeny promote posterior fates. Sev-
eral of these cues are redundant. By ablating combina-
ti ns of cells we have deduced how these signals may
ct in concert to specify the fates of the B.a progeny.
We propose that fate specification in these pairs depends
on three general classes of extracellular cues: positional
cues, modulators of positional cues, and lateral signals.
The B lineage thus provides an opportunity to study
with single cell resolution the integration of multiple
intercellular signals. 
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posterior fates is always the same. Since the fate reflects
the cell’s position rather than its ancestry, this represents
an example where extracellular cues likely play a role in
fate specification. 
In this study we use cell ablation to identify cells that
provide specific extracellular cues. Ablation experiments
also allow us to characterize the interaction of these cues,
and to deduce their roles in fate specification. We focus on
four pairs of B progeny cells that represent three distinct
pair types. We have identified multiple extracellular cues
that specify fate choice in each pair. These fall into three
general classes (see Fig. 17): positional cues (such as induc-
ers and inhibitors), modulators of positional cues (active or
passive), and lateral signals. We present evidence that mul-
tiple extracellular cues may act in parallel, as well as in
series, to specify cell fate(s). Having established extracel-
lular components of fate and the developmental potentials
of these cells, we also consider the interplay of autonomous
and extracellular cues in producing the fates of the B cell
lineage. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains 
Methods for culturing and handling C. eleganshave been
described by Brenner (1974) and Sulston and Hodgkin (1988).
The strain CB1490him-5(e1490)provides a convenient source of
normal males, and we established it as the ‘wild type’ background
for all ablations. The mutation him-5(e1490)increases loss and
nondisjunction of the X chromosome, with little effect on the five
autosomes (Hodgkin et al., 1979). Consequently, him-5mutant
hermaphrodites (XX) segregate about 40% male (XO) self prog-
eny.
C ll nomenclature
Nomenclature follows the standard of Sulston and Horvitz (1977).
The proper names for the B.a progeny at the 10 cell stage (Fig.
3E and Legend) are B.a(l/r)aa, B.a(l/r)ap, B.a(l/r)pa, and
B.a(l/r)pp. Collectively, we refer to the cells as B.a(l/r)xx, where
x refers to both daughter cells. We use (l/r) to indicate both the
left and the right members of a pair. When we refer to a single
set in the text we have removed the common prefix and shortened
the names to aa, ap, pa, and pp. The intention is to increase read-
ability, hopefully without the confusion often associated with the
renaming of cells. We consider this simply a shorthand way of
ref rring to the cells, and use the full, proper name in any instance
that the hortened name might prove ambiguous. In general, aa,
etc, refers to two cells - both the left and the right - except where
explicitly noted. 
Cell lineage and laser ablation
Cell nuclei divisions were directly observed in live animals under
Nomarski optics as described by Sulston and Horvitz (1977).
Except where noted, the lineage of all B progeny cells was fol-
lowed in each animal to completion. We have used the cell lin-
eage - the axes, timing, and number of cell divisions - as an assay
of cell fate. Therefore, although most animals were observed from
the first divisions of the B.a(l/r)xx cells (early-mid L3 larval stage)
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Fig. 1.Comparison of the adult male spicule in
intact (A) and F- U- (B) animals. Arrows point
to the left spicule. Nomarski
photomicrographs, left lateral view (anterior
left, ventral down). (A) In intact animals the
spicules are long and straight. (B) In F- U-
animals the spicules are short and crumpled
due to disruption of the cell lineage that
produces the spicule cells. Scale bar, 20 mm.
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through L3 molt, cells generally were not followed to the time
when programmed cell deaths are observed in intact animals.
Since the fates of B.p progeny were not disrupted by any abla-
tion, we have used the timing of B.p divisions to correlate abnor-
mal to normal lineages. Outside of the B progeny, the divisions
of P11.p, P10.p and P9.p provide additional non-disrupted time-
points. Although complete lineages were not obtained for these
cells, we generally followed at least two division cycles in these
cells.
Laser killing of cells was performed by the method of Sulston
and White (1980), using the laser microbeam system and proce-
dure of Avery and Horvitz (1987) and Sternberg (1988), except
that the laserbeam was passed through a circular variable attenu-
ator (gift of Newport Corporation), and animals were anesthetized
on pads of 5% agar in water, containing 5 µM (rather than 10
µM) sodium azide. In general, F, U, and Y.p were ablated at the
stage when B had divided to produce two cells (late L1 or early
L2 stage). B.a progeny were ablated during mid to late L2 stage,
generally soon after the targeted cells were generated. Many ani-
mals required ablation of cells at different stages of development.
In these cases the animals underwent two to three rounds of anes-
thetic, surgery, recovery, and development. In all cases, animals
hat appeared unhealthy following treatment were discarded. The
ablation of the targeted cells was confirmed the following day
when the animals were prepared for lineage analysis. 
For technical reasons, surgeries were performed on one day,
a d lineages followed the next. At 20°C only 5-10 hours separate
the time of surgery and the re-initiation of B.a(l/r)xx cell division.
Consequently, after a recovery and development period (1-6 hours,
depending on the nature of the surgery) animals were shifted from
20°C to 10°C overnight to slow further development. Such shifts
could disrupt temperature-sensitive aspects of the cell interactions
or other developmental processes. However, (1) all of the exper-
ime tal animals were treated the same, so our experiments are
internally consistent, (2) normal lineages are observed in many
ablation backgrounds (e.g., B.p- , see Table 1C.2), and (3) many
abla ions specifically disrupt a subset of fates, with the remaining
fates essentially normal. Because normal lineages are possible, and
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Fig. 2.B lineage in intact and ablated animals. Division axes are shown: anterior (a), posterior (p), left (l), right (r), dorsal (d), ventral (v).
(A) Early divisions in the intact male. Lineage chart constructed from lineage and observation of anatomy of intact him-5(e1490)males.
(B) Late divisions in the intact male. Lineage chart constructed from unperturbed lineages observed in B.p- , F- , or U- animals. (C) Late
divisions in F- U- animal. Lineage chart constructed from F- U- animal 128 (see Table 1B.1). Note that lineages of presumptive a , g , and e
cells (anterior cells; ant) are disrupted. Early B divisions are normal in ablated animals. Division axes and time scale are standardized to
Sulston et al. (1980). Cell deaths and terminal fates are not shown. The terminal fates are indicated in Table 8. The a , b , d and z lineage
patterns are all distinct. g and e lineages both produce 6 progeny in a 2+4 pattern (2 progeny from one daughter, 4 from the other), but
they differ in division axes. b lineages produce 6 progeny in a 3+3 pattern. 
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abnormal lineages are specific to certain ablation backgrounds, we
believe the temperature shift does not fundamentally affect our
results. All lineages were observed at 20°C.
RESULTS
Summary of spicule development
The spicules are a pair of structures that flank the male
cloaca (Fig. 1). Electron microscope reconstruction by Sul-
ston et al. (1980) indicate that the two spicules are sensilla
covered with a hard, sclerotic cuticle. Each spicule includes
two presumptive sensory neurons. Each neuron has a
process that runs down the length of the spicule to the tip,
where it is open to the environment. The neuronal processes
are surrounded by socket and sheath cells, which provide
structure and support. Each spicule is anchored by exten-
sor and retractor muscles. During copulation the male
inserts his spicules into the hermaphrodite vulva, where
they anchor the male cloaca at the vulval opening and poss-
ibly aid in sperm transfer. 
The B cell divides to produce all of the cells of the
spicules. The B cell lineage consists of three distinct stages:
early divisions, migration, and late divisions (Figs 2, 3 and
4; original observations of Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sul-
ston et al., 1980). The early divisions take place primarily
in the second larval stage (L2), and result in 10 progeny.
A short range migration of the eight B.a progeny occurs in
the late L2 stage. The late round of divisions begin in the
mid-L3 stage, ultimately producing 47 progeny. The first
division of B is asymmetric and along an approximately
anterior/posterior axis (Figs 3A, 4A). The larger anterior
cell (B.a) is the precursor of all cells of the spicules. B.a
divides along a left/right axis, establishing the bilateral sym-
metry of the spicules. This symmetry is broken (during
migration) and then re-established (during the late divi-
sions) in the progeny of these cells. B.al and B.ar each
divide twice to produce a ring of eight cells, one cell thick
(Fig. 3D). These cells then migrate. The medial migration
of the two dorsal (pp) and ventral (aa) cells exhibits nat-
ural variation. In both cases, either the right or the left cell
can adopt the more anterior position, while the other cell
adopts the more posterior position. The cell that adopts the
anterior position will produce a different lineage than the
cell that adopts the posterior position (compare anterior a
and g lineages to posterior b and d lineages in Fig. 2). The
other four B.a progeny migrate invariantly. The ap cells
adopt the anterior position (one on the left, one on the right),
and the pacells adopt the posterior position. The end result
is a ring of cells, two cells thick (Figs 3E, 4B). It is con-
venient to refer to animals with the B progeny in this con-
fi guration as the ‘10 cell stage,’ since in addition to the
eight progeny of B.a, B.p has divided once.
The aaand pp pairs represent equivalence groups (Sul-
ston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al., 1980). In general,
cells in an equivalence group have equivalent potential, but
they adopt different fates after interacting with each other,
after receiving positional cues, or both. Because of the vari-
ability from animal to animal, one must distinguish between
lineal ancestry and fate choice when referring to cells in an
equivalence group. Within the aapair, the fate of the ante-
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Fig. 3. The early divisions of B. Left lateral view and cross
section of B.a at one (A), two (B), four (C), eight (D) cell stage,
and after migration (E). Arrows indicate approximate plane of
cross section. B.a divides along a left-right axis to initially
establish the bilateral symmetry of the spicules (B). B.a produces
eight progeny that form a ring of cells, a single cell thick (D).
These cells migrate to form a ring of cells, two cells thick (E). It is
convenient to refer to animals with the B progeny in this
configuration as the ‘10 cell stage’ since in addition to the eight
progeny of B.a, B.p has divided once. F, U, and Y.p also divide
during the early B divisions. F and U lie anterior to B, dorsal and
ventral to the rectum, respectively (A). These cells divide once
during the early B lineage, so that when the B.a(l/r)xx cells have
migrated to their anterior/posterior positions, F.l and F.r lie next to
presumptive g , and U.l and U.r lie next to presumptive a (E).
These cells further divide during the late B divisions (Sulston et
al., 1980). Y divides asymmetrically prior to the first division of
B, producing a neuron and the Y.p blast cell (A). During the early
B lineage, Y.p divides once to establish left/right symmetry.
Further divisions result in a cluster of five cells on each side. The
position of these clusters is more dorsal and lateral than the
original position of Y (E). 
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rior cell is termed a , and the posterior cell, b . Likewise,
the anterior cell in the pp pair is g , and the posterior cell,
d (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). Sulston and White (1980)
showed that after ablation of either the left or right aacell,
the remaining aacell will migrate to the midline and pro-
duce an a lineage. This establishes the a fate as primary
(1°) and the b fate as secondary (2°). Even if the targeted
cell is migrating to the anterior position when it is ablated,
the remaining cell will produce an a lineage, indicating
either that position promotes the a fate, or that the fate of
the aacell is still flexible after migration is initiated. Sim-
ilar experiments with the pp cells could not establish 1° or
2° fate in the g/d pair. 
We will show (Section II.B) that the apand pacells also
respond to positional cues. In intact animals the fates of
these cells are invariant. Our experiments indicate that there
are distinct anterior and posterior fates, normally associated
with the ap and pa cells, respectively. To distinguish
between lineal ancestry and fate choice for these cells, we
have assigned the Greek letter e to the lineage normally
associated with the ap cells (the ‘anterior’ fate), and the
letter z to the lineage normally associated with the pacells
the ‘posterior’ fate).
For the B.a(l/r)xx cells, lineal heritage, cell position, and
fate (subsequent lineage) are distinct characteristics. There
are thus three distinct groups of B.a progeny. The aacells
represent one group, the ventral pair. Likewise, the ppcells
comprise the dorsal pair. There are two lateral pairs (one
left, one right), each comprising one ap a d one pa cell.
We consider the two laterally symmetrical pairs to be iden-
tical. We refer to the ventral, lateral, and dorsal groups as
the aa,ap/pa, and pppairs, respectively. Within each group
there is a distinct anterior and a distinct posterior position.
For instance, in intact animals the ap cells always adopt
the anterior position in each lateral group. Finally, there are
six distinct fates (a , b , g , d , e , z ). g indicates the lineage
norm lly associated with the anterior cell in the dorsal
group. Experimentally, however, this lineage is not
restricted to the anterior position, although it is restricted
to the dorsal group. Since these names represent observed
Fig. 4.Nomarski photomicrographs of early
divisions of the B cell. (A) Arrangement of
male-specific blast cells in the early L2 stage
male. B and Y have each divided once
(compare with Fig. 3A). (B1,2) Arrangement of
B progeny at the 10 cell stage in early L3 male,
medial (B.1) and left lateral (B.2) view of same
animal. F and U have each divided once.
Division of Y.p(l/r)pp is the final cell division
in the Y lineage. The remaining Y.pl progeny
are slightly ventral, anterior, and lateral to the
dividing Y.plpp cell (compare with Fig. 3E).
Scale bar, 20 m m.
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lineages as well as conceptual fates, we use the term g lin -
eagewhen referring to an observed result (literally, a g -like
lineage), and g fatewhen discussing interpretations. We use
the term ‘presumptive g ’ to refer to the cell in the anterior
position of the dorsal group, regardless of the lineage. 
Interpretation of cell lineage data
The fate of precursor cells includes the cell lineage
(number, timing and axes of divisions) and the terminal dif-
ferentiated fates of the progeny produced by those divisions.
Although both criteria are important to understanding the
fate of a precursor cell, we have focused on the first. In the
B lineage, the precise differentiated fates of the progeny are
difficult to assess because (1) many of the precursors pro-
duce a similar set of differentiated cell types, (2) nuclear
morphology (often used to identify neurons) is difficult to
establish unambiguously due to the dense packing of cells
in the tail, and (3) we currently lack suitable molecular
markers that distinguish among the fates. In other analyses
of postembryonic development in C. elegans, cell lineage
has proved to be an accurate indicator of fate choice (e.g.,
Horvitz et al., 1983; Kenyon, 1986; Sternberg and Horvitz,
1986). In addition, we have observed transformation of ter-
minal differentiation (cell death) in two animals where pa
produced e lineages (data not shown). In this example, the
transformation of cell lineage correlates with the transfor-
mation of differentiated cell fate. Thus, we believe that the
number, timing, and axes of cell divisions generally reflect
fat  choice for a postembryonic blast cell. We cannot rule
out the hypothesis that the terminal fates are distinct from
the cell lineage, or that fate transformations are from B
progeny to another cell type. However, we have limited our
discussion to transformations within B cell fates. For sim-
plicity, we initially hypothesize that the choice of a versus
b , g versus d , and e versus z fates is specified in the
B.a(l/r)xx cells. We discuss the validity of these assump-
tions t the end of each sub-section of Section III.
We often observe full transformation from one fate to
another following cell ablation. However, we also observe
a variety of abnormal lineages, and we have named the
c mmon ones (Fig. 5). A rigorous interpretation of the fate
represented by abnormal lineages is sometimes difficult. In
these ca es we use the number of progeny as an indicator
of fate as it is the most objective of cell lineage criteria. In
th pppair, for instance, we refer to the production of more
progeny as reflecting an anterior-like (g ) state, and the pro-
duction of fewer progeny a posterior-like (d ) state. We rely
on the criterion of progeny number only in cases where the
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Fig. 5.Abnormal lineages observed in experimental animals. (A) Common abnormal lineages. Three abnormal lineages have been
observed frequently and thus have been named (g *, d *, e *). g * and d * are both intermediate between g and d , but differ in the division
axes. g , d , e , and z lineages are from Fig. 2. Timing of divisions in abnormal lineages can be variable. The lineage charts for g *, d *, e *
were constructed from abnormal lineages observed in three or more affected animals. (B) Examples of other abnormal lineages. pp
lineages from aa- ap- pa- animal 275 (Table 1E.1). These lineages are representative of ‘abnormal proliferative’ lineages. The axes of
division vary from animal to animal. aalineages from F- U- Y.p- animal 203 (Table 1G). In this animal, the two aacells remained
left/right. The left aacell illustrates b t . Although the axes are different, the division pattern is the same as a normal b lineage (3+3;
compare with Fig. 2). We consider b t lineages to be similar to normal b lineages. The right aacell is an example of an abn-5 lineage.
Regardless of division axes, any cell that produces 5 progeny in a 2+3 pattern is considered abn-5.
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observed lineages do not clearly suggest a fate. Consider-
ation of the data in these terms has allowed the extraction
of general interpretations from ablations that result in a mix-
ture of abnormal lineages. 
Table 1 includes the results from the 150 B lineages that
we have followed in this study. Much of the data from this
Table are also summarized in simpler Figures and Tables.
We have divided the Results into four sections. First, we
characterize interactions of the other male-specific blast
cells (F, U, Y) on the fate of B.a progeny. This identifies
anterior (from F/U) and posterior (from Y) positional cues
that promote anterior and posterior fates. Second, we char-
acterize the extracellular cues that the other B.a progeny
provide for each of the three cell pairs. In general, the other
B.a progeny act to promote posterior fate within each pair,
providing a distinct posterior positional cue. Third, we
investigate the relationship among the identified cues. These
experiments allow us to establish modulatory and antago-
nistic relationships among the cues. We also investigate lat-
eral interactions between cells in each pair, the ‘ground
state’ within each pair, and the possible units of fate spec-
ification for each pair. Fourth, we consider what may dis-
tinguish the cells in one pair from the cells in another. 
I. The male-specific blast cells (F, U, and Y) provide
positional cues for the three B.a progeny groups
We examined the effect of the other male-specific blast cells
on the B progeny because they are close neighbors. The
results of these ablations are summarized in Fig. 6. In intact
animals, F and U lie anterior to B, such that F is dorsal and
U is ventral to the rectum (see Figs 3, 4). Y lies ventral to
B, but the progeny of Y.p are situated more dorsal and pos-
terior than the precursor. Thus, F, U, Y.p and their prog-
eny are positioned anterior or posterior, and immediately
next to the B cell and its progeny.
A. F nd U promote anterior fates
Ablation of F and U disrupts the lineages of presumptive
a , g , and e , but not b , d and z (summarized in Fig. 6B;
da a summary in Table 2; photographs in Fig. 7; data of
Table 1B). Presumptive a cells (i.e., the positionally ante-
rior aa cell) produce extra divisions, in many cases with
the timing, axes, and number of divisions similar to those
se n in a normal b lineage. Specifically, presumptive a l n-
eages were abnormal in all seven animals examined, and
in 3/7 animals the presumptive a cells produced a complete
b -like lineage. Presumptive g cells, which normally produce
six progeny, produce truncated lineages. 3/7 produced four
progeny, and 2/7 produced only two. Although the timing
and xis of the single division of these cells was slightly
rregular, we provisionally interpret these as g to d trans-
formations. Finally, 3/7 animals (5/14 sides) had truncated
e lineages (e *, and one abn-5). In these animals the apcells
pro uced four rather than the usual six progeny. 
The strong disruption of anterior fates is only apparent
if both F and U are ablated (Table 1B.2,3). Ablation of only
F or U results in essentially normal lineages. One abnor-
mal g lineage was observed in four F- animals, and one
bnormal a lineage was observed in four U- animals. In
these cases, the fate is disrupted in the anterior cell that is
normally closest to the progeny of the ablated cell. Thus,
F nd U are partially redundant in their ability to promote
anterior fate. In addition, the lineage disruption is specific
to the absence of F and U, and is not likely the non-specific
result of cell damage or nearby debris.
Although F/U ablation disrupts anterior fates for all four
pairs of cells, the results are variable, and the extent of the
defect is not the same for the different pairs. Nevertheless,
fates of the anterior cells but not fates of the posterior cells
are disrupted in these animals. We conclude that F and U,
or their progeny, are necessary to promote normal anterior
fates in each of the four pairs of cells. In the absence of F
and U, these cells produce abnormal lineages, and in some
cases adopt the fate normally associated with their posterior
neighbors.
B. Y.p promotes some posterior fates
Ablation of Y.p disrupts presumptive d lineages (summa-
rized in Fig. 6C; data summary in Table 2; photographs in
Fig. 8; data of Table 1C). Presumptive d cells divide an
extra round, producing up to four progeny. Although the
number of progeny increases, and thus might be considered
a partial transformation of d t  g fate, the first division
retains the axis and approximate timing associated with the
d lineage. Therefore, we conclude only that Y.p is required
for proper d fate. The fate of the presumptive b cell was
disrupted in 1/7 Y.p- animals examined, which may reflect
a minor role for Y.p in the aa pair (see Section III.A.1).
However, Y.p is not sufficient to specify b (see Section
II.A). No abnormalities in the lineages of the anterior cells
(a , g , or e ) were observed (7 animals (6 for e )), nor was
the z lineage disrupted (12 sides). 
The progeny of B.p lie posterior to the four pairs of B.a
Fig. 6. Illustration of effects of F/U and Y.p ablation on the fates
of the eight B.a progeny. F, U, Y.p are drawn to show the
approximate position of F, U, and Y.p progeny when B is at the
10 cell stage. B.p progeny are not included in this Figure. Anterior
is to the left, ventral down. (A) Intact. Black circles indicate
anterior fates. White circles indicate posterior fates. (B) Ablation
(indicated by X) of F and U disrupts anterior fates g , e , and a
(shaded circles). In some animals presumptive g (the anterior pp
cell) is transformed to d and presumptive a is transformed to b .
(C) Ablation of Y.p disrupts posterior fate, d (shaded circles).
Data of Table 1B,C. 
A Intact
C Y.p
B F U
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Left Right Left Right B.p(a/p)
F U
babn-5
b
b
abn-5
b
b
b
b
b
abn-5 (r)
d
g
g *
d
g *
g *
g
d
d
d
d
d
abn-5
n
n
n
n
n
n
125
abn-5 b d t d n124
128
144
148
151
216
Y.p
a b
a
a
a
a
a
a
b t
abn-5
b
b
b
b
d *g
g
g
g
g
g
g
abn-3 [s]
abn-3 [s]
abn-3 [o]
d
n.d.
n
n
n
n
n
n
n166
172
175
177
179
224
227
d *
d *
B. (1)
F
a
a
a
b
b
b
g *
g
g [s]
d
d
d [t]
n
n
normal (n)
142
145
152
U
a
a
a
abn-5 b
b
b
b
g
g
g
g
d
d
d
d
n
n
n
n
140
141
143
155
(2)
(3)
C. (1)
A. Intact
animal no.
b t  (l)
a b g d n
n.d. n.d. n.d.
Ant Post Ant Post
e e z z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
e
e
e *
e
e *
e
e
e
e
e *
e *
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
z
z
z
z
z
z
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z tz
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
no. of progeny 4 6 6 2 6 6 5 5
a b g d n146 e e z z
aa pp ap pa
Table 1. Summary of lineages observed in experimental animals
B.a(l/r)aa  B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pa
abn-5 (l) [s]
abn-8 (lv) [s]
abn-7 (r) [s]
 abn-4 (rd) [s]
abn-8 [t] abn-7 [o]
n
n
n
261
262
275
B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pa  B.a(l/r)pp
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
abn-5
b
a
n
n
n
n
n
n
243
244
245
246
445
450
B.a(l/r)p
a
a
b
b
n
n
241
242
B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pp
a
a
a
b
b
abn-5
n
n
n
247
279
280
B.p
479 a b g d
480
481
a
a
b
b
g
g
d
d
Y.p  B.p
a
a
b
b
g
g
g
abn-3 [s]167
170
171
d *
d *
(2)
(3)
D. (1)
(2)
(3)
E. (1)
----
----
----
n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
----
----
----n.d. n.d.
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
e
e
e
e
e
e
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
z e
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B.a(l/r)a
g
g
g
g
g
d
d
d
d
d
abn-4
n
n
n
n
n
238
239
240
389
454
B.a(l/r)a  B.a(l/r)pp
n
n
n
251
252
257
399
B.a(l/r)pa
a
a
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b
d  (l) d  (r)
d
d
d
d
g
d
n
n
n
n
n
282
283
284
285
390
g *
g *
B.a(l/r)aa  B.a(l/r)pa
 g * (r) d (l)
g *
d
d
d
n
n
n
abn (.pp->.pa)
256
258
259
260
g *
g *
B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pa
a
a
a
a
b t
b
b
b
abn-7 [o]
abn-8 [s]
abn-7 [s]
abn-8 [s]
d
d
abn-7 [s]
abn-3 [o]
n
n
n
n
234
235
388
402
478 a b d *abn-6 [s] n
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
F. (1)
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
n.d.
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
Left Right Left Right B.p(a/p)animal no.
aa pp ap pa
Ant Post Ant Post
z
e
e
e
e e
e
z
z
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
( e )
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
Table 1. Continued
B.a(l/r)p  B.a(l/r)aa
n
n
422
423
F  U  B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pa  B.a(l/r)pp
abn-5
a t  (r)
bt
abn-5 (l)
a t  (r)
a t  (r)
b t
b t  (l)
b t
abn-5 (r)
b t  (l)
abn-7 (l)
n
n
n
n
n
395
397
400
415
449
453
F  U Y.p  B.a(l/r)ap B.a(l/r)pa B.a(l/r)pp
a t  (r) b t  (l)
a b t
a t  (l) abn-6 (r)
a t  (l)
a t  (l)
a t  (l)
b t  (r)
abn-5 (r)
abn-5 (r)
n
n
n
n
n
n
406
416
444
448
455
458
F  U  Y.p
a t  (l) b t  (r)
 abn-5 (l) abn-7 (r)
b t  (l) a t  (r)
abn-5 (r)
a b
b t  (l)
g d *
g
g
g
abn-5 [s]
d
abn-3 [o]
abn-3 [t] abn-5
n
n
n
n
n
161
181
182
187
203
d *
(2)
G.
H. (1)
(2)
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
n.d.----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
e *
e
e
e
e *
e
e *
e *
e *
e
e *
e
e *
z
z
z
z
z
z
z t
z
z
z
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F  U  B.a(l/r)aa  B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pa
g
g * d
g * n
n
417
420
F  U  B.a(l/r)pa
abn-6
a
a
abn-5
a
abn-5
b t
abn-5
b
b
b
b
d
d
abn-3 [s]
d  (l) d  (r)
d
d
d abn-5
n
n
n
n
n
n
286
391
392
393
394
396
d *
d *
g *
g *
F  U  B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pa
abn-5
a
abn-5 (l)
a
abn-6
b t
a t  (r)
b
g t  (r) [s] g *  (l)
d
d
g t d
n
n
n
n
263
264
398
412
g *
g *
Y.p  B.a(l/r)pa
a
a
a
a
b t
b t
abn-5
b g
g
g
g
d *
abn-5 [t]
n
n
n
n
446
447
451
452
d *
d *
F  U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)pa
a b t
 abn-5 (l)
abn-6
b t  (r)
abn-5
g t  (l) [t]
g
g
d * t  (r) [o]
d *
d * abn-5
n
n
n
405
407
456
I. (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
(5)
Left Right left right B.p(a/p)animal no.
aa pp ap pa
Ant Post Ant Post
e
e *
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e *
e
e
e
e *
e
e *
e
e *
e *
e *
Table 1. Continued
F  U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)aa  B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pa
abn-6 [o]abn-6 [s] n
F U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)ap  B.a(l/r)pa
a
a
a t  (l)
b t  (l)
b t
b t
abn-5 (r)
b t  (r)
g *
g
abn-7 (r) [s]
abn-7 [t]
abn-6 [s]
abn-5 [t]
abn-5 (l) [o]
d *
n
n
n
n
413
414
418
421
419
F  U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)a
abn-6 (l) [o]
g
g
g (l)
g t  (r) [o]
d *
d *
d *t  (r)
n
n
n
n
ng abn-3 [s]
404
409
410
411
459
B.a(l or r)
a
a
a
a
abn-5
g
g
g
g
d
n
n
n
n
n
147 (l- )
157 (l- )
164 (l- )
153 (r- )
156 (r- )
461
F  U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)p
n
F  U  B.a(l/r)p
abn-7a
a b
n
n
253
254
(6)
K. (1)
J. (1)
(2)
(3)
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
n.d. n.d
---- ----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
---- ----
n.d.
---- ----
(7)
e
e *
e *
e
z
z
z t
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
e e
e
e
e
e
z
z
z
z
n.d.
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F  U  Y.p  B.a(l or r)
a t
g *
g *
d *
abn-3 [s]
n
n
n
n
174 (l- )
213 (l- )
173 (r- )
176 (r- )
F  U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)p  B.a(l or r)a  B.a(l or r)ap
abn (damaged)
n
457 (l- )
460 (l- )
463 (l- ) n
464 (r- ) n
465 (r- ) n
462 (r- ) abn-8 [s] abn (damaged)
F  U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)a  B.a(l or r)p  B.a(l or r)pa
466 (l- ) abn-5 [s] n
467 (l- ) g t [s] n
468 (l- ) abn-6 [s] n
469 (r- ) g t [s] n
F  U  B.a(l or r)
b t
abn-6
b
d
d *
g *
d
d
d
d
abn-5
abn-4 n
n
n
n
n
n
n
168 (l- )
180 (l- )
159 (r- )
160 (r- )
162 (r- )
165 (r- )
169 (r- )
(2)
(3)
L. (1)
(2)
b t
b t
b t
b t
b t
b t
b t
a t
a t
a t
a t
b t
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
e *
e
e *
e
e
e
z t
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
e
e
e
e
Left Right Left Right B.p(a/p)animal no.
aa pp ap pa
Ant Post Ant Post
Table 1. Continued
F  U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)p  B.a(l/r)aa
n
n
n
n
abn-7
abn-8
F  U  Y.p  B.a(l/r)a  B.a(l/r)pp
n
n
n
n
(3)
(4)
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z t
e t
e t
e t
e t
e t
e t
Each line represents the observed lineages for one animal. Each animal is identified by a unique number. A dash indicates that the cell was ablated in
that animal. n indicates normal B.p lineage. n.d. indicates that the cell was present, but not followed to completion of the lineage. abn-n indicates at th
lineage was abnormal, but produced nprogeny. If the cells of a pair failed to migrate, the side is indicated in parentheses (e.g., left is (l), left ventral is (lv)).
Canonical g *, d *, and e * lineages, and examples of some other abnormal lineages, are illustrated in Fig. 5. The number of progeny produced by each cell in
the inact animal is listed in Section A for reference. For ablations in Sections K and L we have grouped bilaterally symmetrical experiments together, and
indicate the actual cell ablated in parentheses after the number of the animal (e.g., in K.1 147(l- ) is B.al- ).
Cell lineages are characterized by the number, axes, and timing of divisions. Of these, number of divisions is the most objective criterion. Our analyses
suggest that although first division axis may reflect cell state in the pppair, it appears not to be predictive in the aapair (it was never fundamentally
disrupted in the ap/papairs). Thus, we have utilized the symbol t (as in b t ), which indicates that the cell division pattern was topologically that lineage,
although the division axes were skewed. For instance, if an a cell fails to migrate, it will often divide along an anterior/posterior axis. However, if both
anterior and posterior cells produce three progeny, the lineage is b t because of the 3+3 pattern of progeny, regardless of the division axis (illustrated in Fig.
5). Similarly, g t indicates a 4+2 pattern of progeny, but abnormal division axes. Note that all lineages within a class of lineages (e.g., abn-5) are
topologically the same (2 progeny from one daughter, 3 from the other, or 2+3; see Fig. 5). Specifically, abn-3 are (1+2), abn-4 (2+2), abn-5 (2+3), abn-6
(3+3 in a pp lineage, 2+4 in an a lineage), abn-7 (3+4), abn-8 (4+4). In general, abnormal lineages from cells that migrate properly retain the axes
associated with the normal lineage (l-r, or transverse [t] for presumptive a , b , and d , a-p or sagittal [s] for presumptive g , av-pd for presumptive e and z ). If
aacells fail to migrate, the initial axis is generally a-p. If many B.a neighbors are absent, an apor pa xis is often a-p. Although it is not fully predictive,
the first axis of division differs in g lineages compared with d l neages, and it may reflect cell state in the pppair. Because the cell lineage can be variable,
this axis is indicated for the abnormal ppcell ineages in brackets. [s] sagittal, [t], transverse, [o], oblique. g and g * lineages are [s], d and d * lineages are
[t]. Not every division of the left aplineage was observed in G.4, animal 260.
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Fig. 7. The transformation of a to b fate observed in F- U- animals.
Nomarski photomicrographs, left lateral view. (A) Intact. (B) F- U- .
(A.1-3) In intact animals, the daughters of presumptive b divide
prior to the daughters of presumptive a (average difference 40
minutes). (A.1) Both presumptive a .l (anterior aal) and b .l
(posterior aal) are visible. (A.2) Presumptive b .l divides
(metaphase). (A.3) Nuclei of presumptive b .l daughters reform.
Presumptive b .lv is visible in the same plane of focus as the yet
undivided presumptive a .l. (B.1-3) Disrupted fates in F- U- animals
are apparent in the division of the aacell daughters. (B.1) Nuclei of
anterior and posterior aal cells (presumptive a .l and b .l, respectively) are apparent. (B.2) Both cells begin to divide. (B.3) Nuclei of
daughters of both presumptive a .l and b .l reform. Presumptive a .ld and b .ld are indicated. (A.4,5) In intact animals, b .(l/r)d divide.
(A.4) Metaphase of presumptive b .ld. The nucleus presumptive a .ld is also labeled. (A.5) The daughter nuclei of presumptive b .ld
reform. Presumptive a .ld remains intact. (B.4-6) Both presumptive a .(l/r)d and b .(l/r)d divide in transformed F- U- animals.
(B.4) Presumptive b .ld metaphase. (B.5) Presumptive a .ld anaphase. Daughter nuclei of presumptive b .ld are reforming. (B.6) Daughter
nuclei of both presumptive a .ld and b .ld are visible in this plane of focus. Scale bar, 20 m m.
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progeny, and thus might also promote posterior fates. How-
ever, ablation of B.p does not disrupt the fates of B.a prog-
eny. In addition, ablation of B.p and Y.p does not appre-
ciably enhance the effect of ablation of Y.p alone (Table
1C.2,3). We conclude that Y.p or its progeny is necessary
to promote normal posterior fate in the pp pair.
C. Summary of male-specific blast cell effects
We have demonstrated that the male-specific blast cells F,
U, and Y (or their progeny) provide at least some of the
positional cues that specify anterior versus posterior fates
in the a a, p p, and a p/p a pairs. The disruptions and fate
transformations resulting from ablation are variable, and
not c mplete. We cannot distinguish whether this is a result
of the limitations of cell ablation techniques in general,
whether it is a result of the methods we have used, whether
it reflects an inherent variability of the system, or whether
other cells provide additional positional cues. Neverthe-
less, we have found that distinct cell fates are disrupted,
and in some cases complete transformation of fate is
observed. 
II. Activity of B.a(l/r)xx cells on the cell pairs
At the 10 cell stage, many of the neighbors of the cells of
each pair are other B.a progeny. We have investigated the
inter ctions that occur among the B.a progeny. For sim-
F-  U-  (5.4) (6) (4) (2) (5.4) (5)
a b g d
F - (4) (6) (5.5) (2) (6) (5)
U - (4.2) (6) (6) (2) (6) (5)
Y.p - (4) (5.9) (6) (3.3) (6) (5)
Intact (4)‡ (6) (6) (2) (6) (5)
0/7
4/4
3/4
7/7
4/4
4/4
2/7
3/4
4/4
7/7 6/7 7/7
7/7
4/4
4/4
1/7
9/14
8/8
8/8
12/12
14/14
8/8
8/8
12/12
all† all all all all all
e z
Anterior Posterior
aa pp ap/pa
PosteriorAnterior Anterior Posterior
Table 2. Summary of lineage disruptions that result from F/U and Y.p ablation
Data from Table 1B,C. Ablation of F and U together disrupts anterior (a , g , e ) fates, but removal of only F or U generally results in normal lineages.
Ablation of Y.p disrupts posterior (d and rarely b ) fates. †Normal lineages/lineages followed; ‡average number of progeny in parentheses. 
Fig. 8.Extra divisions in the presumptive d lineage observed in
Y.p- males. Nomarski photomicrographs, left lateral view. (A)
Intact. (B) Y.p- . (A) In intact animals, presumptive d divides only
once. (A.1) d .l is indicated by a line. (A.2) At a later timepoint
(after neighboring cells have divided), d .l remains intact. (B) In
Y.p- animals, presumptive d .(l/r) often divide. (B.1) Presumptive
d .l is visible. (B.2) Presumptive d .l metaphase. (B.3) Nuclei of
presumptive d .l daughter cells reform. Presumptive d .ld s visible
in this plane of focus. Scale bar, 20 m m.
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plicity, we present the data for each cell pair separately.
These results are summarized in Fig. 9.
A. Ventral group (aa cells)
To characterize any influences on the aapair from the other
six B.a progeny, we first isolated the pair by ablation of
ap, pa, and pp (Table 3; data of Table 1D,E.2). If anterior
cues from F/U and possible posterior cues from Y.p are
sufficient to promote normal a and b fates in the aapair,
then aa cells isolated from the other B.a progeny should
produce normal lineages. However, we find that the other
B.a progeny are necessary for proper specification of fate.
Specifically, ablation of all of the other B.a progeny results
in truncation of the lineage of the presumptive b cell (5 of
6 animals). Since the axes and timing, as well as number
of progeny of these cells resembles those associated with a
normal a lineage, we consider this to be a b to a trans-
formation. Thus the B.a progeny promote posterior (b ) fate
in the aapair. The presence of any pair is sufficient to pro-
mote normal b lineages. Ablation of apand pa, or apand
pp, or pa and pp (B.a(l/r)p- ) generally results in normal
lineages from the presumptive a and b cells. Thus the cell
pairs are redundant in their ability to promote b fate. 
B. Lateral groups (ap/pa cells)
The other B.a progeny act to promote posterior z fa  in
the pa cells (Fig. 10; Table 4; data of Table 1D.3,E.3,F).
Ablation of the other six B.a progeny causes pa cells to
produce e lineages. If one other pair of B.a progeny remain,
the pacells will sometimes produce an e lineage, and other
times a z lineage (aa- and ap- (B.a(l/r)a- ); ap- and pp-
lineages; aa- pp- by examination of anatomy only (data
not shown)). We conclude that the other B.a progeny act
to promote posterior fate in the pa cells. Consistent with
this result, the e fate of ap does not depend on the pres-
ence of other B.a progeny.
C. Dorsal group (pp cells)
Ablation of all other B.a progeny (aa, ap, and pa)results
in abnormal lineages produced by both the presumptive g
and the presumptive d c lls (Table 5; data of Table 1E).
These abnormal lineages are novel in that they can result
in up to eight progeny, which is more than is produced by
H. M. Chamberlin and P. W. Sternberg
A Intact B
Fig. 9.Schematic comparison of the effects of removal of the
other B.a progeny on each of the three cell pairs. In general, the
posterior cell of the pair adopts a more anterior-like fate (anterior
left, ventral down). (A) Intact. Black circles represent anterior
fates, white circles represent posterior fates. (B) Experimental.
(B.1) Posterior aacells adopt a (anterior) fate in ap- pa- pp-
animals. (B.2) pacells adopt e (anterior) fate in aa- ap- pp-
animals. (B.3) Both anterior and posterior ppcells produce
abnormal proliferative lineages (indicated by shading; example in
Fig. 5B) in ap- pa- aa- animals. The effect is also seen if only ap
and paare ablated. Data of Table 1D,E,F.
ap - pa - pp -
Intact
a b
(4)‡ (6)
(4) (4.5)
pa- pp - (4) (6)
ap -       pp- (4) (5.7)
ap - pa - (4) (6)
6/6 1/6
2/22/2
2/33/3
4/44/4
all† all
Anterior Posterior
aa
Data from Table 1D,E.2. Removal of ap/pa/ppcells results in the
disruption of posterior (b ) fate. In general, presumptive b cells adopt an a
fate. However, if any other pair of cells remain (ap- pa- , ap- pp- , or pa-
pp- [B.a(l/r)a- ]), the presumptive b will be essentially normal. †normal
lineages/lineages followed; ‡average number of progeny in parentheses. 
Table 3. Summary of lineage disruptions in the aa cell
pair that result from ablation of other B.a progeny 
aa - ap -       pp
Intact 
e z
(6)‡ (5)
aa - ap -
aa-       pa -
all† all
Anterior Posterior
ap pa
aa -       pa pp
     ap-       pp
           pa pp
0/8 (6)
3/10 (5.5)
1/2 (5.5)
3/4 (5.5)
8/8 (6)
4/4 (6)
Table 4. Summary of lineage disruptions in the ap/pa
pairs that result from ablation of other B.a progeny
Data from Table 1D,E,F. Each animal has two ap/papairs, which are
considered independently for this Table (i.e., 10 aa- ap- represents 5
animals). Removal of aa/ap/ppcells results in the disruption of pafate.
The pacells generate e lineages. If other pairs remain (aa-ap- [B.a(l/r)a-],
or ap-pp-), the pacells will sometimes generate a z line ge, and
sometimes an e lineage. Removal of aa/pa/pp(or a subset thereof)
generally does not disrupt the fate of apc lls. X indicates that the cell is
absent. †normal lineages/lineages followed; ‡average number of progeny
in parentheses. 
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either normal g or d lineages (example in Fig. 5). For sim-
plicity they can be thought of as g lineages with g .p behav-
ing like g .a (see below). These abnormal lineages are also
observed when only apand pa are ablated. The results of
experiments that ablate B.a progeny in different combina-
tions indicate that either ap or pa is sufficient to prevent
the abnormal proliferative lineages, and thus the pairs are
redundant. We propose that the p and pa cells play two
roles in g/d fate specification. One role is to promote proper
execution of the g lineage. This function ensures that a spec-
ified g has six progeny, in a 4+2 pattern (4 progeny from
one daughter, 2 from the other, see Table 1 legend). The
other role is to promote posterior (d ) fate. Thus in the
absence of ap/pa/(aa), presumptive d adopts a more ante-
rior-like fate. However, because of the second function of
the ap/pa/(aa) cells, neither presumptive g nor presumptive
d properly executes the g lineage. We present further evi-
dence for this two step fate specification model in Section
III.C.
Removal of ap and aa (by ablation of the precursors
B.a(l/r)a) results in normal g and d lineages. In some of
these animals the pa cells produce e lineages (see above;
Table 1E.3). Thus, the pa cells are sufficient to promote
n rmal g and d lineages, and this function is independent
of their own fate. Removal of a and pa (or pa alone)
results in truncation of presumptive g lineages, similar to
the lineages in an F- U- animal. Thus, the pa cells appear
to play a role in two distinct processes. Together with the
ap cells, the pa cells act to inhibit extra proliferation in
both presumptive g and d . Alone, they function to increase
Fig. 10. The transformation of pato e fate in the absence of other B.a progeny. As with aafates (Fig. 7), differences between e and z
lineages are apparent in the timing of division of the progeny of apand pa. The anteroventral daughter of e divides prior to the
posteriodorsal daughter. In intact animals (A), approduce e lineages, and paproduce z lineages. In an e lineage, the apa (A.1) cell is
larger than app (A.2), and divides first (A.3,4). In a z li eage, the pap (A.2) cell is larger than paa (A.1), and divides first (A3,4). (B) In
the absence of other B.a progeny, pawill adopt e fate. This transformation sometimes occurs if a subset of other B.a progeny are absent,
as shown in this B.a(l/r)a- (a - ap- ) animal (see Table 1E.3). In this animal, paa (B.1) is larger than p p (B.2), and divides first (B.3,4).
Both daughters of paa divide, consistent with an e lineage (not shown). Nomarski photographs are of left lateral (A.1,3; B.1,3) and left
medial (A.2,4; B.2,4) focal planes. Scale bar, 20 m m.
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proliferation of presumptive g . Although they promote g fate
in both (or g and d fate), the effects are opposite on the
extent of cell division (Table 5). 
D. Summary of B.a progeny interactions
We conclude that the cells in each of the three types of
B.a(l/r)xx cell pairs respond to cues provided by the other
B.a progeny. For all pairs, the other B.a progeny act to pro-
mote the posterior fate. Specifically, ap, pa and pp pro-
mote b fate in the aapair, and aa, ap, and pp promote z
fate in the ap/pa pairs. B.a progeny ablation results in
abnormal lineages in both cells of the pp pair. However,
as discussed above, one function of aa, ap, and pa might
be to promote posterior (d) fate in the pp pair. 
For each pair the interaction is unique. Any other pair of
B.a progeny is sufficient to promote posterior fate (b ) in
aa cells, whereas a single pair is not always sufficient to
promote posterior fate (z ) in pacells. In the pp pair, only
the pacells are sufficient to promote both g and d fates. At
least one set of apor pacells is required to promote pos-
terior fate (d ). The pacells have two distinct roles. Abla-
tion of the pacells alone reduces the progeny of presump-
tive g , whereas ablation of both the ap and pa cells
increases the progeny of presumptive g , compared to
normal. These roles of the pa cells are discussed in Sec-
tion III.C.
III. Interactions among identified positional cues
The ablation experiments described so far indicate that each
pair responds to several positional cues. For each pair, most
of these have distinct effects. To understand how the cues
might combine to specify fate in each group, we examined
animals in which we ablated two or more ‘signals.’ Such
ablations can indicate the regulatory relationship among the
cues and the nature of signal integration in the responding
cells. We refer to ablation of single components (e.g., F and
U) as a ‘single’ ablation, and ablation of two components
(e.g., F and U, ap and paand pp) as a ‘double’ ablation,
even though multiple cells are removed.
A. Ventral group (aa cells)
Two major components of fate specification have been
identified for the aa pair. F and U provide anterior posi-
tional cues because ablation of F/U disrupts presumptive a
fate and results in (partial) transformation of a o b . The
other B.a progeny, ap/pa/pp, promote posterior fate. Abla-
tio  of these cells disrupts presumptive b fa e and results
in transformation of b to a . In addition, Y.p may play a
minor role in providing posterior cues. To understand the
interplay of these cues, we have followed the cell lineages
of animals in which two or all three of these components
have been ablated (key experiments summarized in Fig. 11). 
1. F/U and Y.p
Analysis of ablations of F/U and Y.p is complicated by the
fact that in most animals the aacells remain left/right rather
than migrate to anterior/posterior positions as they do in
intact animals. Thus po itionallythere is no ‘presumptive’
a or b . Since neither F/U nor Y.p ablation alone results in
such high frequency of failure to migrate, it suggests that
both F/U and Y.p (in the presence of all B.a progeny) are
suffici nt to promote normal migration. Thus, although Y.p
ablation alone has only a minor effect on fate specification
(see Table 2), it appears to play a role in anterior/posterior
patterning. Despite the abnormal positioning, one can
follow the lineages of the cells, and interpret them in terms
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ap- pa -
aa - ap - pa -
Intact 
g d
(6)‡ (2)
(7.2) (3.6)
(7) (6)
aa - ap - (6) (2)
aa -       pa- (4) (2)
pa - (3.6) (2)
0/5
0/3
5/5
0/4
1/5 5/5
4/4
5/5
0/3
2/5
all† all
Anterior Posterior
pp
Table 5. Summary of lineage disruptions in the pp cell
pair that result from ablation of other B.a progeny 
Data from Table 1E. Removal of a /ap/pacells results in the disruption
of anterior (g ) and posterior (d ) fate. Both cells generally undergo
abnormal proliferative lineages, producing up to 8 progeny (example in
Fig. 5B). A similar effect is seen if only ap/pacells are ablated. Removal
of aa/apcells (B.a(l/r)a- ) results in essentially normal lineages. However,
removal of pa(alone or with aa) disrupts presumptive g fate. In these
animals, presumptive g undergoes truncated lineages similar to those seen
in F- U- animals. †normal lineages/lineages followed; ‡average number of
progeny in parentheses. 
Fig. 11.Schematic summary of the effects of ablation of multiple
positional cues on the aacell pair. (B.1) Ablation of F and U
results in both aacells adopting the posterior (b ) fate (white
circle). (B.2) Ablation of other B.a progeny results in both aacells
adopting the anterior (a ) fate (black circle). (C) In the absence of
all identified positional cues, aacells fail to migrate, but often
produce one a -like and one b -like lineage. Anterior left, ventral
down. Data of Table 1B.1;D.1 (B), and H.2 (C).
A Intact
B Singles C Isolated pair
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of the lineages that those cells would normally produce.
However, the division axes of the abnormally positioned
cells are usually abnormal. 
The aacells in F- U- Y.p- animals can produce both a -
and b -like lineages, although some abnormal lineages are
also observed (2/5 animals abnormal, Table 1G). In each
of the three animals without abnormal lineages, one of the
two aacells produced an a -like lineage, and the other pro-
duced a b -like lineage. Since a lineages were observed in
3/5 F- U- Y.p- animals while no a lineages were observed
in 7 F- U- animals, the removal of Y.p may partially coun-
teract the absence of F and U in specification of fate. Thus
although single ablation of Y.p results in only a minor dis-
ruption of fate in the aacells, ablation of Y.p together with
F/U indicates that the aacells can respond to Y.p cues. 
2. F/U, and ap/pa/pp
Ablation of the two primary components of aa fate speci-
fi cation, F/U and ap/pa/pp, does not clearly resemble one
or the other single ablation (Table 1H.1). As in the
F - U- Y.p- double ablation, the aacells tend to remain side
by side, and some abnormal lineages are observed. In con-
trast to the single ablation of ap/pa/pp, we observe many
b -like lineages. Since the b to a transformations that occur
upon ap/pa/pp ablation are dependent on the presence of
F and U, one of the roles of the other B.a progeny may be
to modulate (inhibit, regulate, or otherwise localize) the F/U
activity. However, the B.a progeny must also have an active
role of their own, antagonistic to F/U, since the double abla-
tion does not simply resemble the single ablation of F/U.
3. F/U, Y.p, and ap/pa/pp
Removal of all three components (F/U, Y.p, ap/pa/ p) iso-
lates the aapair from all characterized components of fate
specification (Table 1H.2). The majority of the cells remain
left/right (and thus first division axes are a-p rather than l-
r), but both a -like and b -like lineages are observed. In each
animal, one cell produces four progeny suggesting it is a -
like, and the other cell produces six (or sometimes five)
progeny, often in the 3+3 pattern associated with the b fate.
Thus patterning of the two cells is apparent, although the
cells do not migrate properly and the extracellular cues that
we have identified are absent. There might be other factors
that interact with the aacells to promote their fates. How-
ever, since the aa cells remain side by side, these factors
are unlikely to be providing anterior-posterior positional
cues. A more satisfactory explanation is that the two aa
cells interact with each other. In the presence of the cues
provided by the other cells this lateral interaction may act
to reinforce the positional information, to ensure the result
of one cell with each fate. However, in the absence of those
cues the cells can interact to establish one cell adopting an
a -like fate, and one a b -like fate. 
4. Interaction between aa cells
a. B.al - or B.ar- background
To further characterize the possible role of interaction
between the two aa cells in promoting fate, we have car-
ried out a series of experiments in which a single a cell
remains in different ablation backgrounds (Table 1K). We
eliminated one of the aa cells by ablating either the pre-
cursor B.al or B.ar. These ablations also eliminate all of the
o her B.a progeny on one side. Although we have evidence
that the other B.a progeny can play a role in a/b fate spec-
ification, in pairwise ablations their activity is redundant.
In addition, all B.al- or B.ar- animals have the same abla-
tion background, so comparison among these experiments
can provide some information about the contribution of
interaction between aacells in the specification of fate. 
Ablation of B.al or B.ar leaves one aadaughter, but the
other positional cues (from F/U, Y.p. and potentially from
the remaining B.a progeny) are intact. Four of five of the
aacells in this case produce an a lineage (one abnormal).
This result is consistent with the results of Sulston and
W ite (1980), who found that if a single aacell is ablated,
the remaining cell will produce an a lineage. We find that
ablation of F and U in a B.al- or B.ar- animal results in
the single aacell producing a b lineage. Therefore, it is F
and U that promotes a fate in the single aa cell. In the
absence of F and U, the remaining B.a progeny and Y.p
promote the b fate. If both F/U and Y.p are ablated in a
B.al- or B.ar- background, the remaining aa cell still
usually adopts the posterior fate (Table 1K.3), although the
presence of the remaining B.a progeny is apparently not
always sufficient to promote b fate. We have not distin-
guished whether this is because Y.p is absent, or because
the full set of B.a progeny is not present. Nevertheless, in
general, single aacells can respond to positional cues. 
b. Isolated B.a(l or r)aa
We isolated single aa cells in five animals by removing
F/U, Y.p, and all of the B.a progeny except for one of the
aacells (Table 1L.1). In four cases this cell underwent an
a -like lineage, and in one case it underwent a b -like lin-
eage. Thus in the absence of all identified cues, aa cells
generally adopt a fate. However, because of the variable
results, we have not established a as the ‘ground state’.
Another possibility is that the ‘isolated’ a cell chooses
between a and b fate stochastically. 
5. Summary of experiments in the ventral group
Multiple cell interactions play a role in fate specification in
th  aapair. F/U, ap/pa/pp, and Y.p contribute external cues
to distinguish anterior and posterior fates, as well as to pro-
mote proper migration of the cells to an anterior/posterior
orientation. This role in promotion of migration is appar-
ent only if more than one component is removed, and is
therefore redundant. The presence of any two of the three
components is generally sufficient to promote normal
igration, whereas the presence of any one is not. Double
ablation experiments suggest that one role of the ap/pa/pp
cells may be to localize the activity of F and U. Isolation
f the aapair suggests that the two aacells interact to spec-
ify fate or ensure that the cells each adopt a different fate.
Experiments that leave a single aacell indicate that single
cells can respond to the identified positional cues, and that
interaction between the aac lls is not required for the adop-
tion or execution of a r b fate. Isolation experiments, how-
ever, did not identify a ‘ground state’ for acells. 
Our observations may be consistent with the hypothesis
that a and b lineages represent distinct precursor cell fates.
The first division axis may not be critical since essentially
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normal a and b division patterns are observed even if the
aacells remain side-by-side and the first division is along
an anterior/posterior axis. Even if such lineages (a t , b t ) are
considered normal, we have observed several other types
of abnormal lineages produced by presumptive a and b
cells. Thus, other interpretations of the data are possible.
However, we reject the simple hypothesis that the fate is
independently specified in the aa c ll daughters. Specifi-
cally, in one type of abnormal aa lineage (‘abn-5’), the aa
cell generates one daughter that produces 2 progeny (like
a ), and one that produces 3 progeny (like b ). These lin-
eages are sometimes observed in animals where the abla-
tion results in the aa cells remaining lateral, rather than
migrating to the midline. Since the first axis of division in
these cells is usually anterior/posterior, as opposed to the
normal left/right, this places one daughter of each cell in
the anterior position (normally occupied by a .(l/r)), and the
other daughters in the posterior position (b .(l/r) environ-
ment). Nevertheless, lineages with both aacells executing
abn-5 lineages (e.g., 2 progeny from the anterior daughter,
3 progeny from the posterior daughter) are rare (1/64 of all
animals with abnormal lineages; 1/19 of animals where aa
cells remain left/right). In addition, many abn-5 lineages
show b -like timing in the division of both aadaughters, but
fail to execute the final division on one side, rather than
showing a -like timing in the daughter with a -like divisions
and b -like timing in the daughter with b -like divisions. It
is possible that the abn-5 lineages might simply be abortive
b lineages. In addition to these intermediate lineages, we
also observe lineages in which an aa cell produces more
than six progeny or an abnormal pattern of six progeny (4+2
rather than 3+3). These lineages, which represent 14% of
abnormal aa lineages, suggest that the progeny of the aa
ce ls may be somewhat responsive to extracellular cues. 
B. Lateral groups (ap/pa cells)
A summary of the interactions affecting the ap/papairs is
shown in Fig. 12. Ablation of F and U can sometimes dis-
rupt the fate of the anterior apcells. Ablation of all of the
B.a progeny except for the pa c lls transforms these cells
from their normal z fate to e fate (see Fig. 9B.2). We
observed no disruption of fates in these pairs after ablation
of Y.p. The F- U- Y.p- animals have a slight but not sig-
nificant enhancement of the F- U- effect on the ap cells
(compare Table 1B.1 with G). However, the fate of the pa
cells is still not appreciably disrupted. 
H w do these positional cues interact with the cues from
the other B.a progeny? The z to e transformation observed
in aa- ap- pp- (B.a(l/r)a- B.a(l/r)pp- ) animals is dependent
on the presence of F and U (Table 1L.3). Although we have
not examined F- U - B.a(l/r)a- B.a(l/r)pp- animals specifi-
c lly, Y.p does not appear to play a role in pa fate speci-
fi cation. F- U- Y.p- B.a(l/r)a- B.a(l/r)pp- ablation isolates the
pac lls (one on each side), and these cells produce z lin-
eages. Thus in the absence of F and U, pa cells do not
require the other B.a progeny to adopt the z fa e. In con-
trast, an F- U- Y.p- B.a(l/r)p- B.a(l/r)aa- ablation isolates the
apcells, and these cells usually produce e lineages (Table
1L.4). 
B th the ap and the pa cells exhibit plasticity in fate
specification. Indeed, since the pa c lls can adopt the fate
normally associated with ap, the pairs have some charac-
teristics that might indicate that they form equivalence
groups. However, in the absence of all identified cells that
influence paand apcell fate, the apand the pacells exhibit
distinct fate differences. Thus, either there are as yet
unidentified positional cues that somehow distinguish the
two cell types, or these cells have distinct fate potentials
due to their lineal history.
For the ap and pa cells, many ablations that result in a
disruption of normal fates result in a complete transforma-
tion of cell fate. In intact animals, differences between e
and z lineages are apparent soon after division of ap a d
pacells (see Fig. 10). Under experimental conditions, 85%
of ap/pa cells with disrupted fate produced either e or e *
lineages (24/46 were e *, 15/46 were e ). Since e * lineages
are not observed in intact animals, e * may be an abnormal
e (or z ) lineage, rather than a distinct ‘fate’ of its own.
However, transformations from z t  e lineages in pa cells
are apparent in the first division, and are generally com-
plete transformations. The early evidence of fate choice
(size and division timing of ap/pa cell daughters), along
with the high percentage of fate disrupted cells that pro-
duce one of three distinct lineages, is consistent with a
hypothesis of early commitment to one of a defined set of
potential fates. However, it may also simply reflect the rel-
atively simple role of positional cues in the specification of
the ap/pa fates.
C. Dorsal group (pp pair)
We have identified four distinct activities that are involved
in the specification of fate in the pp pairs: F/U, Y.p, pa,
ap/pa/(aa). Ablation of either F/U or the pac lls results in
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Fig. 12. Schematic summary of the effects of ablation of multiple
positional cues on the ap/pacell pairs. In intact animals, apcells
always adopt e fate, and pacells adopt z fate (A). If other B.a
progeny are ablated, pacells adopt e fate (B). This transformation
of fate is dependent on the presence of F/U. In the absence of
identified positional cues, apcells will usually adopt e fate, and
pacells will adopt z fate. Anterior left, ventral down. Data of
Table 1F.1 (B) and L.3,4 (C).
C Isolated Cells
A Intact B
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truncation of presumptive g l n ages, so we infer that these
cells promote anterior fate in some way. Ablation of Y.p
results in extra divisions of presumptive d , and ablation of
ap/pa/(aa) results in extra divisions of both presumptive g
and d . Thus Y.p and ap/pa/(aa) promote posterior fate, or
otherwise inhibit proliferation. To understand how each of
these four components exerts its effect, we have followed
the B cell lineage in animals after ablation of two, three,
or all four components (Fig. 13). 
1. F/U and Y.p
F/U and Y.p provide positional information from outside
of the B.a progeny group (Fig. 13B.1,2). Ablation of both
F/U and Y.p results in extra divisions of the presumptive
d cell, and occasionally abnormal presumptive g lineages
(Fig. 13C.1; data of Table 1G). Thus, the double ablation
resembles the single Y.p ablation (although the fate of pre-
sumptive g is not always normal). Therefore, one of the
r les of F/U might be to counteract (modulate) the pos-
terior-promoting activity of Y.p on presumptive g . This
activity of F/U is required only in the presence of Y.p. How-
ever, while F and U likely have other roles (see below),
these experiments indicate that F and U are not necessary
r a normal g lineage. In F- U- Y.p- animals, in contrast to
the aacells, the ppcells still migrate to their normal ante-
rior/posterior positions. Furthermore, the fact that the ante-
rior cell generally produces a g lineage and the posterior
cell a d * lineage indicates that removal of both identified
po itionally anterior and posterior sources of cues is not
sufficient to eliminate anterior/posterior patterning in this
pair.
2. Y.p and pa
Ablation of the pa cells results in truncation of presump-
Fig. 13.Schematic summary of the effects of ablation of multiple positional cues in the ppcell pair. (B.1) Ablation of F/U results in
truncated anterior (presumptive g ) lineages. (B.2) Ablation of Y.p results in extra divisions of posterior (presumptive d ) cell . (B.3)
Ablation of pacells results in truncated anterior lineages. (B.4) Ablation of ap/p /(aa) results in abnormal proliferative lineages in both
anterior and posterior ppcells. (C.1) Ablation of F/U and Y.p resembles Y.p ablation, although presumptive g lin ages may also be
disrupted. (C.2) Ablation of paand Y.p resembles Y.p ablation. (C.3) Ablation of F/U and parandomizes the polarity of pattern. (C.4)
Ablation of F/U and ap/pa/(aa) results in variable lineages, but reinstatement of pattern polarity. (D) Removal of all four identified
positional cues (F/U, Y.p, pa, ap/pa/(aa)) results in abnormal proliferation of both presumptive g and d . Anterior left, ventral down. Data
of Table 1B.1, C.1, E (B); G, I.1-4 (C); I.6,7 (D).
A Intact
B Singles
D Isolated Pair
C Doubles
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tive g lineages, and ablation of Y.p results in extra divi-
sions of the presumptive d c ll (Fig. 13B.2,3). In the pp
pair, the double Y.p- pa- animals resemble Y.p- animals
(Fig. 13C.2; data of Table 1 I.1). Thus, one of the roles of
the pa cells is to inhibit Y.p activity from influencing the
fate of the presumptive g cell. This function is only required
if Y.p is present. In addition, this experiment suggests how
the positionally posterior pa cells can act to promote an
anterior fate. The position of the pa c lls (see Figs 3E,
4B.2) suggests this role may be ‘passive.’ Specifically, the
pa cells may physically block the activity of Y.p from
reaching the presumptive g cell. This proposed mechanism
does not require that the pac lls be biochemically distinct
from the other B.a progeny, although it also does not rule
out this possibility. 
3. F/U and pa
Single ablations of either F/U or pa result in intermediate
and variable disruption of presumptive g lineages (Fig.
13B.1,3). To establish whether complete transformations
from the g to the d fate could be achieved by removal of
both components, we characterized F- U- pa- animals (Fig.
13C.3; data of Table 1 I.2). While this double ablation does
not result in an increased frequency of complete g t  d trans-
formations, the normal pattern of anterior/posterior polar-
ity is disrupted. In either F- U- or pa- animals, the fate of
presumptive d is not disrupted, whereas presumptive g lin-
eages are often truncated. Thus, two patterns are observed:
normal polarity and apolar. In contrast, double ablation of
F/U and pa can result in a fate disruption of both pre-
sumptive g and d cells. In addition, we observe all possi-
ble classes of pattern: normal polarity, apolar, and reversed
polarity.
4. F/U and ap/pa/(aa)
Single ablation of ap/pa/(aa) results in novel lineages and
abnormal proliferation of presumptive g and d , whereas
ablation of F/U results in truncated lineages produced by
the presumptive g cell (Fig. 13B.1,4). The double ablation
of F/U and ap/pa or ap/pa/aa (considered together as
ap/pa/(aa)) has allowed us to determine whether the exces-
sive proliferation results in part from inappropriate modu-
lation of F/U information. In F- U- ap- pa- (aa- ) animals, lin-
eages of presumptive g and d do not closely resemble those
seen in either the single F- U- or ap- pa- (aa- ) animals (Fig.
13C.4; data of Table 1 I.3,4). Proliferative lineages are not
observed. Although many of the lineages are slightly abnor-
mal, we only observe the more common lineages: normal
g and d , and g */d *. However, the presence of Y.p is not
sufficient to ensure d fate in the posterior cell. Disruption
of both anterior and posterior fates is observed, although
not in the same animal. In Section II.C we proposed that
the ap/pa/(aa) cells have two functions: promotion of pos-
terior fate (d ) and promotion of proper execution of the g
lineage. The double ablation result indicates that F/U may
likewise act at two steps: promotion of anterior fate (g ) and
execution of g lineage. We hypothesize that one role of the
F/U activity for g fate execution is to promote pp prolifer-
ation. The ap/pa/(aa) cells counteract this activity, thus
localizing it to g .a (or g .a(l/r)). Since removal of both F/U
and ap/pa/(aa) results in more normal lineages than either
single ablation, we conclude that F/U and ap/p /(aa) act
antagonistically and in parallel on the same process(es).
One consistent characteristic among F- U- ap- pa- (aa- )
animals is that the fate of the positionally anterior pp cell
is r latively more ‘anterior’ than the fate of the position-
ally posterior pp cell; the pair exhibits polarity of pattern.
In other words, anterior/posterior polarity, which is lost in
F- U - pa- animals, is regained by the additional ablation of
the ap (compare Fig. 13C.3 with C.4). Y.p, the posterior-
promoting cell, can promote polarity in the pp pair in the
absence of F/U and ap/pa/(aa). Since polarity can be dis-
rupted in F- U - pa- animals, the presence of apmust some-
how counteract this activity of Y.p.
5. F/U, Y.p, and ap/pa/(aa)
We have removed all of the identified components that
specify fate in the pppair (Fig. 13D). As with the aapair,
this isolation may allow identification of potential interac-
tion between pp cells. The normal lineages and patterning
observed in F- U- ap- pa- (aa- ) animals are lost with the
removal of Y.p (Table 1 I.6,7). A variety of proliferative
lineages are observed from both presumptive g and d .
Alth ugh there is no appreciable difference between pre-
sumptive g and presumptive d , proliferation may be less
than in ap- pa- (aa- ) animals. Thus, without the identified
cues, no polarity or evidence for interaction between the
pp cells is readily apparent. However, the lineages are
a no mal and variable enough that they are not easily inter-
preted. 
A difference between the aaand pp cells is that the pp
cells generally migrate to anterior/posterior positions even
in the absence of the identified extracellular cues. Although
this may indicate that anterior/posterior patterning cues for
the pp cells may still be present, it may also reflect a dif-
ference in the physical environments within which the two
pairs reside. The ventral area (aa nvironment) is relatively
smaller and more crowded than the dorsal area (pp envi-
ronment). Thus, in the absence of positional cues the aa
cells might not be able to migrate medially, whereas the pp
cells can. We cannot, however, rule out the possibility that
additional cues exist for pp cells. 
6. Interaction between pp cells
a. B.al- or B.ar- background
Isolation of both pp cells did not provide direct evidence
that they interact with each other to specify their fates.
However, we have also characterized the lineages of single
ppcells obtained after ablation of the precursor B.al or B.ar
(Table 1K). Four of five single pp cells obtained by abla-
ti  of B.al or B.ar produced a g lineage, whereas one pro-
duced a d lineage. Thus, interaction between ppc lls is not
ssential to produce either normal g  d fates. In these ani-
mals, it is possible that choice between the two fates is
related to the relative anterior-posterior positioning of the
single pp cell in the normal pp environment. Adoption of
the g fate, however, is dependent on the presence of F and
U. R maining pp cells in F- U- [B.al- or B.ar- ] animals
produce d lineages (5/7) or g */d * lineages (2/7). Likewise,
the d fate is dependent on the presence of Y.p. Single pp
cells in F- U- Y.p- [B.al- or B.ar- ] animals produce g */d *
(3/4 g */d *; 1/4 abn-3) lineages. We do not believe this
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effect is merely the result of fewer neighbors (or more
debris), because even single isolated pp cells can produce
g lineages (see below). These observations are consistent
with the proposed roles of F/U and Y.p in promoting g and
d fates, respectively.
Loss-of-function mutations in lin-12, a gene known to
play a role in the interactions between cells in other equiv-
alence groups, result in d to g fate transformations (Green-
wald et al., 1983). This observation implies that the ppcells
do interact, by analogy to other lin-12-dependent equiva-
lence groups. Although isolation of the two ppcells did not
offer evidence to support this hypothesis, comparison of
F - U- Y.p- to F- U- Y.p- [B.al- or B.ar- ] animals is sugges-
tive. Specifically, the single pp cells in F- U- Y.p- [B.al- or
B.ar- ] animals do not produce g lineages (0/4 are g ),
whereas in F- U- Y.p- animals, where both pp cells are
present, the anterior cell generally will produce a g lineage
(4/5). Although these animals also differ in the total number
of B.a progeny present, we suggest that the g f te in the
F - U- Y.p- animals may result from interaction between the
two pp cells. If the pp cells do interact, it is possible that
the interaction is not apparent in ap- pa- (aa- ) animals
because the ap/pa/(aa) cells are necessary either for this
interaction to occur, or for all aspects of the fates to be
properly executed. 
b. Isolated B.a(l or r)pp
After ablation of F/U, Y.p, and all B.a progeny except a
single pp cell, we observed g -like lineages in two of five
animals, and abnormal proliferative lineages in three of five
animals (Table 1L.2). We conclude that a pp cell requires
positional cues to adopt the correct fate. Although the iso-
lated fate can be g -like, extracellular cues are apparently
required to reliably ensure that the fate is properly executed.
As is the case for isolated acells, there is no clear ‘ground
state’ for the pp cells.
7. Summary of experiments in the dorsal group
The results of our removal of identified components of fate
specification for the pppair suggest how some of the cues
may interact. The pa cells likely promote anterior fate by
inhibiting or localizing the activity of Y.p, and the apcells
likewise may inhibit or localize the activity of F/U. One of
the roles of F and U is to counteract Y.p. However, F and
U have additional roles in the promotion of fate. For
instance, comparison of ap- pa- (aa- ) to F- U- ap- pa- (aa- )
animals, both of which have Y.p intact, suggests that F and
U play a role in producing the abnormal, proliferative lin-
eages. Likewise, although F and U are not required for the
production of g lineages in F- U- Y.p- animals, in a [B.al-
or B.ar- ] background, g lineages are only seen if F and U
are present. 
In most experimental animals the cells move roughly
anterior/posterior relative to each other, as in intact animals.
This movement allows the additional analysis of patterning
and polarity within the pp pair. Removal of the position-
ally anterior and posterior F/U and Y.p cells still results in
normal polarity within the pp pair. Thus either additional,
unidentified cues can establish this polarity, or polarity
information can come from the other B.a progeny. Analy-
sis of F- U- pa- animals suggests that the latter explanation
may indeed be the case, since the pattern appears random
in these animals. However, polarity is restored after
removal of the apcells in this background. Therefore posi-
tional cues are not absent in the F- U- pa- animals, but they
are either inhibited or somehow equally balanced. There is
no obvious polarity in F- U- Y.p- ap- pa- (aa- ) animals.
However, the abnormality of the resultant lineages makes
it difficult to score polarity. 
Although there is some evidence for lateral interactions
between the pp cells, the ablation results are less conclu-
sive in the pp pair than in the aa pair. Experiments that
include a single ppcell suggest that interaction between the
pp cells is not necessary for the specification of g and d
fates, and isolation of the pppair does not provide evidence
that the homologues interact. However, in F- U- Y.p- ani-
mals g lineages are observed if both pp cells remain, but
not if only one remains, suggesting that the two pp cells
may have the potential to interact. 
In contrast to our initial hypothesis, we believe that spec-
ifica ion of pp lineages involves two steps based on (1) the
n ture of the g */d * lineages, and (2) the existence of the
abnormal proliferative lineages. The aspects of p cell fate
at we have used in our analysis are the axis of pp cell
division (sagittal versus transverse; see Table 1 legend) and
the number of progeny produced by each pp cell. Consid-
ering these criteria, d * lineages include characteristics of
both g and d lineages: the initial division is transverse (d -
like), but each cell divides again. Thus the ppdivision axis
can be uncoupled from the number of progeny produced.
Similarly, g * lineages have an initial sagittal division (like
normal g lineages), but only two rounds of division. In
abnormal proliferative lineages the pp cell produces up to
eight progeny. Although the first division of an abnormal
proliferative lineage is often sagittal (g -l ke), the axes and
timing of divisions and the placement of progeny are highly
variable. We propose that these abnormal types of lineages
reflect two steps in lineage specification: an earlier step
(possibly reflected in division axis) and a later step
(reflec d in proliferation). This two step process model of
lineage specification distinguishes the pp pair because it
suggests that g and d fates do not result from the simple
choice and execution of distinct sublineages, but rather a
series of decisions influenced by extracellular cues. Thus
although g and d are distinct pp fates, they do not repre-
sent distinct sublineages.
IV. Differences between B.a(l/r)a and B.a(l/r)p
Our ablation results suggest that there is a fundamental dif-
ference in fate potential between the a apair and the p pp a i r .
For instance, single isolated  acells generally produce a -
like lineages (average number of progeny=4.4), whereas
single isolated p pcells generally produce more proliferative
and variable lineages (av. prog.=6.2). The cells also respond
differently in the same ablation backgrounds. In addition,
although the siblings of the aac lls (a p) and the siblings of
the p p cells (p a) can respond to extracellular cues, the
behavior of these cells when isolated from the identified cues
suggests that they may also be inherently different from one
another. Specifically, isolated p acells produce z l i n e a g e s ,
and isolated a pcells generally produce e lineages, the fates
associated with these cells in intact animals. Since we now
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have a handle on some of the conditional components of
fate, we can consider what may reflect an autonomous com-
ponent of fate specification for these cells.
A simple event that could account for the inherent dif-
ference(s) between the aaand ppcells, and between the ap
and pa cells, is that a difference in fate is established
between the precursors B.a(l/r)a and B.a(l/r)p. We have
closely examined the behavior of these cells to identify
whether there are any observable differences that would be
consistent with this hypothesis. Analysis of the timing of
the division of the B.a(l/r)a and B.a(l/r)p cells suggests that
the two pairs of cells, although morphologically similar,
have acquired observable differences by this stage. Specif-
ically, B.a(l/r)p always divide prior to B.a(l/r)a (mean time
difference=16 minutes (n=22), Fig. 14A). Although in rare
cases (3/44 sides) a posterior cell divides at about the same
time as the anterior cells, they never divide after the ante-
rior cells. One component of cell state - timing of division
- clearly differs between the B.a(l/r)a and B.a(l/r)p cells,
and thus the precursors of the aaand ppcells are distinct.
These results are consistent with the observations of Sul-
ston and Horvitz (1977) and Sulston et al. (1980).
The animals examined for timing of B.a(l/r)a and
B.a(l/r)p divisions were also observed through the migra-
tion of the B.a(l/r)xx cells (Fig. 14 B, Table 6). Our results
suggest that although both left and right ppcells can adopt
the anterior position, the probabilities are not equal: B.arpp
adopted the anterior position (and g fate) 16/22 times (73%).
The biological relevance of this apparent bias is not clear.
aacells adopted anterior and posterior positions randomly,
and there is no correlation between anterior/posterior choice
adopted by the aapair and the pp pair. 
DISCUSSION
I. Multiple cell interactions specify B.a(l/r)xx fates:
a mo el
We have characterized fate specification in three distinct
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Fig. 14. Nomarski photomicrographs illustrating (A) the
difference between B.arp and B.ara in timing of cell division and
(B, C) the migration of the 8 B.a progeny. Anterior is to the right,
ventral down (right lateral view). (A) B.arp divides prior to B.ara.
(B) After both B.a(l/r)a and B.a(l/r)p have divided, B.a(l/r)aa and
B.a(l/r)pp are positioned left/right prior to migration (B.1;
compare with Fig. 4B.1) and B.a(l/r)ap and B.a(l/r)pa are
approximately dorsal/ventral (B.2; compare with Fig. 4B.2). The
cells then migrate to their anterior/posterior positions. The pp
cells are migrating (C). In this animal, B.arpp will be g , and
B.alpp will be d . Scale bar, 20 m m.
a
b
g d
5 5
1 11
10
12
166
B.alpp fate
B.alaa fate
total
total
c 2 = 0.18 (1 d.f.)
p > 0.5
c 2 = 4.78 (3 d.f.)
p > 0.1
c 2 = 4.54 (1 d.f.)
*p < 0.05
22
Table 6. Bilateral symmetry in and asymmetry in
fates
The table indicates the fate of the left cell observed through migration
of the aaand ppcells. For instance, of 22 animals observed, in 11, B.alpp
adopts the posterior position (d ) a d B.alaa adopts the posterior position
(b ) (implicitly, B.arpp adopts the anterior position (g ) and B.araa adopts
the anterior position (a ) in these animals). c 2 calculated for ppand aa
fates independently, and dependently. Fate choice in the aapair is random.
Fate choice in the pppair is skewed. B.alpp was observed to adopt the
posterior position 73% of the time. Fate choice in the aapairs is
independent of ppchoice. 
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pairs of cells generated in the B cell lineage of the C. ele-
gansmale: aa, ap/pa, and pp. Our results suggest that mul-
tiple cell interactions (positional cues, their modulators, and
lateral interactions) specify fate in the B.a(l/r)xx pairs.
Although aa fates (a/b ) and ap/pa fates (e/z ) may result
from one specification step, pp fates (g/d ) require a two-
step specification process. Fig. 15 illustrates a possible
interpretation of how fate is specified by extracellular cues
in the three B.a(l/r)xx cell pairs. 
aapair (Fig. 15A): For the aapair, we envision that the
two cells of the pair interact to establish a pattern of one
a -like and one b -like cell by a lateral signalling mechanism
(labelled (4); analogous to anchor cell specification in the
C. eleganshermaphrodite; Seydoux and Greenwald, 1989).
Positional cues overlay this interaction so it is skewed to
always form the same anterior/posterior pattern. ap/pa/pp
(and Y.p) act to generally promote posterior (b ) fate (2, 3),
and F and U act to override this effect and locally promote
a fate (1). The integration of these two types of cues could
be entirely within the aa cells themselves, although the
ap/pa/ppcells may also act to modulate or localize the F/U
signal. 
ap/pa pairs (Fig. 15B): There are two identified posi-
tional cues that act in the ap/papairs. F and U act to pro-
mote e fate in both apand pa (1), and the other B.a prog-
eny act to promote z fates in pa (2). Since ‘isolated’ ap
and pa cells adopt e and z fates, respectively, one part of
F/U function may be to counteract the activity of the other
B.a progeny. In addition, the B.a progeny cells may act to
inhibit or localize the activity of F and U (2). We cannot
conclude whether the ap and pa cells interact actively.
pp pair (Fig. 15C): We propose two distinct steps in g/d
fate specification, which may correspond to specification in
ppcells, and in the ppcell daughters. In the first step, F/U
promote anterior fate (1) and ap/pa/(aa) promote posterior
fate (2). The ap/pa/(aa) cells may also act to modulate or
localize F/U activity at this step. The two ppcells may also
interact with each other (4). Although the initial predilec-
Fig. 15.A model for fate
specification in the three cell pair
types (anterior left, ventral down).
Refer to text for more complete
discussion. Positional cues and
lateral interactions indicated with
arrows. Modulatory interactions
indicated with bars. Dashed lines
indicate a weaker effect. In general
the B.a progeny are indicated to
have two effects (function both as a
positional cue and a modulator).
This may reflect their potential role
as ‘insulators’ as well as providers
of an active positional cue. The
relative requirement for each
function may be different in each of
the three pairs. (A) In the aapair,
F/U (1), B.a progeny (2), and
possibly Y.p (3) provide positional
cues. The other B.a progeny (2)
modulate F/U information (shown
as blocking F/U cue). The two aa
cells also interact with each other
(4). This model does not take into
account the possibility of later
interactions required for
maintenance of fate choice. (B) In the ap/papairs, F/U (1) and possibly the other B.a progeny (2) provide positional cues. The B.a
progeny may modulate or localize cues from F/U (2). (C) A two step model for the ppair. In the first step, F/U (1) and the B.a progeny
(2) provide positional cues. The B.a progeny may act to modulate F/U activity (2). The two ppcells may als interact with each other (4).
We envision that the second step of fate specification occurs in the progeny of the ppcells. In this step, F/U (1) and Y.p (3) (and possibly
the B.a progeny (2)) provide positional cues. The other B.a progeny regulate F/U (2) and Y.p (5) information, and F/U may modulate Y.p
information (not included in Fig.). Note that some components of the two steps may temporally or functionally overlap. As drawn, the
models indicate that interactions take place at the B=10 cell stage for the aapair (A) and the ap/papairs (B). This is consistent with the
data, although the possibility that interactions occur later cannot be ruled out. Likewise, the timing of fate specification in the two step
model for ppcells (C) is consistent with the data, but not the only possibility. We have interpreted the results in terms of promotion and
transformation of distinct fates. However, a more conservative interpretation which considers only whether a lineage is disrupted (such as
in Tables 3, 4, and 5) yields a similar model. We have not ruled out the possibility that the function(s) that we have ascribed to F, U, and
Y.p may actually be due to a subset of progeny of these cells. Although this is possible, it would not change our interpretation of how fate
is specified in the eight B.a progeny. In addition, we have not ruled out the possibility that the ‘activities’ we have identified are mediated
by multiple gene products or biochemical mechanisms. The different functions of a particular cell might be mediated by different genes,
or a single function might be mediated by multiple processes. These issues, as well as the validity of the current model, may be addressed
by genetic analysis of the system. Many of the ablations result in spicule abnormalities (for example, see Fig. 1; other data not shown),
indicating that the system is amenable to mutant isolation and characterization. 
ap/pa/pp
F/U Y.pa b
2
1
34
F/U Y.p
aa
2
1
pp
2
F/U Y.pg d
ap pa
1 3
4
2 5
F/U Y.p
g d
ap pa
1 3
2 5
A. Model for aa cell pair
B. Model for ap/pa cell pairs
C. Two step model for pp cell pair
      1. First step
2. Second step
e z
a p l r
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tion for g or d fate may be specified in the first step, proper
execution of the fates requires a second step. In the second
step, F and U promote anterior fate (1), and Y.p promotes
posterior fate (3). The ap and pa cells act to modulate or
localize these two potential cues (2, 5). The role of the pa
cells is to prevent Y.p activity from extending inappropri-
ately to the anterior pp cell. Both the ap and pa cells act
to localize F/U activity to the anterior daughter (or grand-
daughters) of presumptive g . We envision that these func-
tions may be achieved by physically preventing the activi-
ties from reaching the inappropriate cells (‘insulation’),
although a variety of more active blocking or localization
mechanisms are not excluded. F and U also appear to have
a role in modulating cues produced by Y.p (not drawn in
Fig.). This could be either direct or indirect. In the latter
case, F and U might promote g fat  to the exclusion of d
fate. Although the two steps of p fate specification are dis-
tinct, some of their components may temporally or func-
tionally overlap.
II. Properties of the identified extracellular cues
The relationship among the cues
Our model results in part from interpretation of lineages
observed in multiply ablated animals. These experiments
can address the specific nature of an interaction. For exam-
ple, with respect to the pp cell fates, the result of double
Y.p paablation resembles that of single Y.p ablation. The
order of action of these two cues depends on interpretation.
Although the Y.p activity can be interpreted to act before
the paactivity, we prefer the simpler interpretation that pa
is a negative modulator of Y.p activity. This interpretation
places the activity of Y.p after, or concurrent with, the
activity of the pa cells, and does not require that the pa
cells be biochemically distinct from the ap cells or from
the other B.a progeny. 
The activities produced by F/U and the B.a progeny may
act in parallel. This can be illustrated in the p ppair, where
the lineages in F- U- a p- p a- (a a- ) animals are distinct from
those seen in either single F- U - or a p- p a- (a a- ) animals.
S p e c i fically, ablation of F/U results in truncated lineages
from presumptive g , and ablation of a p/p a/ (a a) results in
abnormal proliferative lineages for both presumptive g a n d
d . The double F/U a p/p a/ (a a) ablation results in abnormal
lineages less extreme than in either of the single ablations.
The abnormal proliferation is not apparent, but the cells gen-
erally exhibit more ‘anterior-like’ fates than in F/U ablations,
and the fate of presumptive d cells can be disrupted. If the
F/U cue and ap/p a/ (a a) cue acted in a linear pathway, we
would expect he effect produced by one ablation to be
epistatic to the other, as in Y.p- a p- animals. If the activi-
ties acted independently but at distinct steps, or on different
cells, we might expect an additive effect in the doubly ablated
animals. Since the double ablation more closely approxi-
mates to normal patterning than either single ablation, it
suggests the activities may act in parallel and antagonisti-
cally on the same process (for example, see Kenyon, 1986). 
Active extracellular cues in the specification of
B.a(l/r)xx fates
Although many of the identified ‘activities’ may actually
e resent multiple biochemical products, it is useful to
establish the minimum number of activeproducts proposed
by the model. We infer that a particular cue is active if the
following two criteria are met: (1) ablation of the cell(s)
that provides it results in fate disruption, and (2) double
ablation experiments indicate that it can act independently
of other cues. Of the five distinct interactions that specifiy
fate in the B.a(l/r)xx cells, we propose that at least four are
active: cues from F/U, B.a progeny, Y.p, and lateral inter-
actions (Fig. 15). (1) The activity of the F/U cue is
suggested by the parallel function of F/U and B.a progeny
in the aaand pp pairs, by its ability to promote e fa  in
pacells, and by its ability to promote the abnormal prolif-
erative lineages in ppcells. (2) The activity of the B.a prog-
ny cue is suggested by the parallel function of F/U and
B.a progeny in the aaand pppairs. In the ap/papair, only
the modulatory function of the other B.a cells may normally
be required. (3) The activity of the Y.p cue is suggested by
its interaction with other activities (e.g., F/U), and by its
ability to promote the pattern of pp cells in F- U- ap- pa-
(aa- ) animals. (4) A lateral interaction is suggested in the
aa cells in the patterning of fates in F- U- Y.p- ap- pa- pp-
animals. (5) The role of the pac lls in promoting g fate is
not independent of Y.p. Thus it might not represent an
active process.
R dundancy of the extracellular cues
Our ablation experiments have revealed three instances of
redundancy in extracellular cues. F and U are embryonic
sister cells, and despite different lineages, they produce
m ny common progeny types, including similar neurons
(the EF and DX male specific neurons) and cells that play
a role in the death of neighboring cells (Sulston et al., 1980).
F and U behave similarly in their interactions with the
B.a(l/r)xx cells, thus in terms of ‘F/U activity’ we consider
them to be duplicate cells with identical function. 
The B.a progeny sets provide the second example of
redundancy. It involves a relatively large but specifically
characterized set of cells that are present (but not essential)
as a group. Like F and U, they are lineally related. Although
these cells share many characteristics, distinct differences
in B.a(l/r)xx precursors and in terminal fates are evident
during development of B.a. The redundancy is best seen in
the aapair, where any pair of the six other B.a cells is suf-
fi cient to specify b fate. However, the ‘B.a progeny’ cue
act distinctly on each of the three cell pairs. Any pair of
B.a(l/r)xx cells is not always sufficient to promote posterior
fate in the pa cells, and the six cells are not equivalent in
their action on the pppair. We envision that the B.a prog-
eny may serve more than one role (for instance, an active
role plus a passive, ‘insulating’ role). Thus this redundancy
may r flect redundancy of position (neighboring cells are
present, regardless of fate) as well as redundancy of a
common positional cue. The relative requirement for, or
responsiveness to, these two distinct functions may differ
mong the three types of cell pairs. 
The cues involved in aaanterior-posterior patterning are
distinct. Ablation of F/U, for instance, results in a differ-
ent effect on aafate than ablation of Y.p or ap/pa/pp(com-
pare Fig. 6 and Table 2 with Fig. 9 and Table 3). There-
fore, the redundancy of this system is not a common activity
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shared by the three components, but rather different pieces
of information about anterior-posterior position. For
instance, if ap/pa/ppcells are present, either F/U (anterior
cue) or Y.p (posterior cue) provides sufficient information
about the environment for proper migration. The ‘2 of 3’
aspect of this system may reflect a precise sensitivity of the
cells to the positional cues. Alternatively, it may result
because the ap/pa/pp cells modulate or localize the F/U
and Y.p cues. Specifically, if only one of F/U or Y.p is
present, then the modulatory role of the ap/pa/pp cells is
required to establish a gradient of F/U or Y.p cue. If both
F/U and Y.p are present, the ap/pa/pp activity is not nec-
essary because the F/U ‘anterior’ and Y.p ‘posterior’ cues
are distinct, and can establish asymmetry in the aa e vi-
ronment. 
The permissive nature of the extracellular cues 
In general, removal of several distinct cells or groups of
cells can disrupt specific B.a progeny fates (Table 7). For
instance, disruption of presumptive g lineages results from
ablation of F/U, pa, or ap/pa/(aa) (see Figs 6, 9; Tables 2,
5). Likewise, presumptive d lineages are disrupted by abla-
tion of either Y.p or ap/pa/(aa). All of these cues are not
entirely necessary for a specific fate, however. For instance,
2/5 ppcells isolated from all identified positional cues pro-
duced g -like lineages (Table 1L.2). pp cells thus retain the
potential to adopt g fate. Nevertheless, the integration of
multiple extracellular cues, combined with the cells’ inher-
ent potential, is required for proper, consistent execution of
pp cell fate.
Is any particular cue necessaryand/or sufficientto spec-
ify any given fate? Y.p is necessary, though not sufficient,
for d fate. F/U is necessary, and possibly sufficient, for e
fate in pa, though clearly not in ap. No cells or combina-
tion of cells is entirely necessary or sufficient for a , b , and
g fates. We thus consider most of the interactions in terms
of ‘promotion’ of one fate choice over another. 
The differences of the responses from the three cell pairs
suggest that the extracellular cues promote specific choices
between neuroectoblast fates rather than promoting prolif-
eration or the production of a specific differentiated cell
t pe perse. For example, F and U act to increase prolifer-
ation in the case of pp and ap/pacells (promote g and e ),
but decrease proliferation in the case of a c lls (promote
a ) ( ee Fig. 2). Likewise, F and U do not appear to pro-
mote specific precursor or differentiated cell types. In intact
animals, there are three general cell types in the progeny
of B.a: neurons, neuronal support cells, and proctodeum
(epid rmis) (Sulston et al., 1980). However, neurons, for
instance, arise at several positions in the lineage rather than
from a single neuroblast precursor (Table 8). Even if one
considers neurons and support cells as a common ‘neuronal’
type, b and z are neuronal precursors, d and e are proc-
todeal precursors, and a and g are ‘mixed,’ producing both
neuronal and proctodeal progeny. In addition, ablation of F
and U disrupts the more neuronal lineage in the pp pair,
but the more proctodeal lineage in the ap/papairs. 
III. Equivalence groups and specification of the
pairs
An equivalence group is a set of identical cells that are
qually capable of executing a shared set of fates (Sulston
and White, 1980; Kimble, 1981; Blair and Weisblat, 1984;
Shankland and Weisblat, 1984; Doe and Goodman, 1985;
Nishida and Satoh, 1989). These cells have equivalent
developmental potential, and extracellular cues dictate the
eventual fate. Are the aa, ap/pa, and pp pairs equivalence
groups? The aa pair and the pp pair both exhibit natural
variation in fate. Ablation experiments of Sulston and White
(1980) indicate that the cells of the aapair also exhibit a
hierarchy of fates, with a 1°, and b 2°. Thus, these cells
likely represent an equivalence group in the strict sense. In
contrast, similar experiments with the pppair were unable
Promote fate
a b g d
F/U
Y.p
pa
ap/pa/(aa)
ap/pa/pp
aa/ap/pp
++
+/–
+
–
++
++
++
++ ++
++
++
–
 †
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
Cell(s)
aa pp ap/pa
e z
 †
Table 7. Summary of cells that provide positional cues
and the fates they promote
The role of a cell in promotion of a particular fate is inferred from the
effects observed following cell ablation. ++, strongly promotes fate. +,
weakly promotes fate. +/- , may play a minor role in promoting fate. - ,
does not play a role in promoting fate. x, cell is absent. †If they are
present, the aacells are not affected. 
Differentiated Fates
a
Precursor
b
g
d
N N.Sup Proct Death
2 2
2 4
2 3 1
2
5 1 + (1)†
3 2
e
z
Table 8. Differentiated fates of B progeny 
N, neuron; N. Sup, neuronal support cell (socket or sheath cell); Proct,
proctodeal cell; Death, cell that undergoes programmed cell death. For
example, a b lineage produces 6 progeny: 2 neurons and 4 neuronal
support cells (2 socket and 2 sheath cells). †Each e lineage includes one
invariant and one conditional death (either the left or the right cell will die,
but not both). Thus combined, the e lineages produce a total of 3 cell
deaths. Data of Sulston et al. (1980).
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to establish a fate hierarchy. Although in the first step of
ppfate specification the cells may be equivalent, our results
indicate that there are two steps in the specification of g
and d fates. Thus it is impossible to interpret the fates in
simple terms of 1° and 2° fates. 
The ap/pa pairs exhibit replacement regulation, a char-
acteristic often associated with cells in an equivalence
group (e.g., Sulston and White, 1980). Specifically, pacells
will produce e lineages in the absence of the other B.a prog-
eny. However, under experimental conditions the ap cells
have never produced z lineages. Although both cells
respond to positional cues, F and U are required to promote
the transformation to e fate in pa, whereas the apcells can
produce normal e lineages in the absence of F and U. Our
experiments do not completely rule out the ability of apto
adopt z fate. Nevertheless, after isolation of the cells by
removal of all identified positional cues, the apcells adopt
their normal e fate, and the pa cells the z fate. Thus, the
apand pamay not be functionally equivalent. p may have
the potential to adopt both e andz fates, whereas apcould
be restricted to the e fate. If this is the case, then these cells
represent an example of replacement regulation without
equivalent potential. 
What is the relationship among the three pairs? We pro-
pose that each B.a(l/r)xx cell is competent to make a par-
ticular choice of fate (a versus b , g versus d , e versus z ),
and this competence results from an earlier specification
event. First, the cells of a given pair (e.g., aa) respond to
specific cell ablations (e.g., Y.p- ) with different intensity
than the cells in the other pairs (e.g., pp). Second, the
behaviors of aa, pa, ap, and pp cells in ‘isolated’ back-
grounds are distinct (see Results, Section III). Third, in gen-
eral there are no obvious examples of a cell of one pair that
adopts the fate normally associated with another pair.
Although some lineages share some superficial characteris-
tics, we do not believe that any disrupted lineages ever rep-
resent transformation of fate potential from one pair to
another. Since the three cell pairs appear to be different,
distinct fate specification events may take place in the early
progeny of B to distinguish, for instance, the aapair from
the pp pair (Fig. 16). These distinctions might be
autonomously specified. Division of B.a establishes the
left/right symmetry of the spicules, and produces two appar-
ently identical daughters. This equational division produces
two cells that each produce a set of four progeny. To obtain
f ur distinct progeny types, both rounds of division must
be asymmetric, i.e., give rise to different progeny types.
Although, as yet unidentified cell interactions may be
responsible for these distinctions, the difference in the
timing of B.a(l/r)p division compared with B.a(l/r)a indi-
cates that these precursors of the B.a(l/r)xx cells already
have distinct cell states. 
IV. Signal integration: three general types of cell
interactions
We have demonstrated that the B.a(l/r)xx cell fates are
s p e c i fied by three distinct types of cell interactions: (a)
positional cues, (b) modulators of positional cues, and (c)
lateral cues (Fig. 17). Positional cues are unidirectional, or
at least the cells producing them are not responsive to
direct feedback as a result of exposure to the cue (in con-
trast to lateral cues). Active ‘signals’ - so called inducers
and inhibitors - represent positional cues. Modulators act
to localize or otherwise modify the activity or effect of a
positional cue. Their unique characteristic is that this func-
tion is dependent entirely on the presence of the positional
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Fig. 16.Lineage illustrating the
asymmetries in the B lineage
necessary to produce the eight B.a
progeny types. = represents
equational division; > or < represent
non-equational divisions, but do not
necessarily indicate that the daughter
cells are of different size. In the case
of the division of B, however,
cytokinesis is unequal, producing a
larger anterior (B.a) and smaller
posterior (B.p) cell. Although
positional cues specify fate choice
within, for example, the pppair, the
aaand ppcells are distinct. Thus additional components of fate specification (indicated abstractly by >s or <s) must also play a role.
Since differences are apparent in the precursors of these cells (B.a(l/r)a and B.a(l/r)p), some of these components may be autonomous to
the B.a(l/r)xx cells.
Fig. 17. Three general types of intercellular signals. (a) Positional
cues: inducers, inhibitors. These cues provide unidirectional
positional information. (b) Modulators: active or passive.
Modulators act on positional cues. Their function is dependent on
the presence of the positional cue. (c) Lateral signals. These
signals act reciprocally among cells of equivalent potential, and
include a feedback mechanism. See text for additional discussion.
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cue. Modulators can be active (e.g., production of an
enzyme that degrades or modifies the positional cue) or
passive (e.g., insulators that physically block another cell’s
access to the positional cue). Lateral cues are reciprocal
(at least initially) between cells of equivalent potential, and
include a feedback mechanism. Feedback can be
inhibitory, and thus result in the amplification of a dis-
crepancy between the cells (Seydoux and Greenwald,
1989; Heitzler and Simpson, 1991), or excitatory, and thus
result in the amplification of a particular effect in both (all)
cells. In general, complexity may arise from the fact that
there may be multiple positional cues, all acting in paral-
lel, as well as multiple modulators, and so on. In addition,
the actual units of specification may be layered so that
fates may result from a series of discrete specific a t i o n
steps. 
In the B.a(l/r)xx cells, we observe examples of cues that
act in series as well as in concert at the same step of fate
specification. The cues involved in the first and second steps
of pp cell fate specification act in series. Modulators, in
contrast, act at the same step as the activities they modu-
late. In addition, some activities (e.g., those produced by
F/U and B.a progeny) may act in parallel and antagonisti-
cally on the same process, and thus act at the same step.
Lateral interactions may also be concurrent with the posi-
tional cues in the B lineage. Since in both aaand pp cells
all fates (a/b and g/d ) are observed in animals with just a
single cell of the pair present, lateral interactions are not
necessary for any fate. Thus, in this case the normally pre-
cise pattern of fate is unlikely to result from the promotion
of one fate (e.g. anterior) followed by lateral interactions
to promote the other (e.g. posterior). 
Although a single positional cue might be sufficient to
specify fate distinctions, the integration of the three types
of cues, combined with redundancy, may result in a more
robust fate specification mechanism. The use of multiple
signals is observed in several systems. For instance, Xeno-
pusmesoderm induction requires multiple positional cues
from vegetal cells (reviewed by Kimelman et al., 1992) and
the ‘community effect’ (Gurdon et al., 1984; Gurdon et al.,
1993), a potential excitatory lateral interaction. Similarly,
vulval induction in C. eleganshermaphrodites likely
involves at least two positional cues and a lateral interac-
tion (reviewed by Horvitz and Sternberg, 1991). In some
systems one cue may predominate (for example, lateral sig-
nalling during anchor cell specification; Seydoux and
Greenwald, 1989) and be both necessary and sufficient for
a particular fate. However, technical constraints may also
limit the characterization of the true complexity of fate
specification in many systems. We expect that complex
integration of these three types of cell interactions may be
common in other tissues and organisms.
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